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Commitees Blast Mayor
Over Workfare Program

of

Millions of fans line the "Canyon
Heroes" to celebrate victorious Yankees at Battery Park.
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By Bryan Fleck
Chairpersons for the Committee on
Higher
Education
and
the
Committee on General Welfare
blasted Mayor Rudolph W. Giuliani's ------ '.', administration for its support of the
Work Experience Program for City
University of New York students at a
joint committee hearing, Oct. 14, in
the Council Chambers at City Hall.
"[The Giuliani administration] is
counting on cliches to run policy,
such as: 'I worked and went to
school,' " said an angry Stephen
DiBrienza, chairperson for the
Committee on General Welfare.
"This is not legal, this is not moral,
this is not just!"
The committee heard testimony
from
the
Human
Resources
Administration, which is attempting
to mandate that all CUNY students
on public assistance participate in
WEP. Out of approximately 350,000
public assistance recipients in New
York City, roughly 15,000 now
attend CUNY, down from 27,000
recipients who attended CUNY prior

to.WEP,becomingIP~d~~ry.,

By Qi Ymg (Jessica) Zhou ",--,- "'---- '" sttiCfentEQi'iMtions atsottt ~ dbbs.'--"'fJelen M. MarshaJI.,-ehairpet=SQD for
The 14th and 15th floor of the 26th
The sizable turnout was advantageous the Committee on Higher Education,
Street building were converted to a fes- to those organizations seeking student is concerned about those 12,000 peotival-filled arena as students arrived at feedback on various issues. The DSSG pIe who are no longer in ~, and
the club fair on October 15. This year, 58 made its presence felt as representative have also stopped attending CUNY:
organizations were present at this two ofthe student body; circulating question- "12,000 students gave up," she said.
hour event.
naires to everyone on the 14th and 15th "They had to choose between eating
-The fair, sponsored by Student Life, floor. DSSG asked students to voice their and a college education. They chose
DSSG and The TIcker, was designed to grievances for the purpose of improving to survive."
promote student' clubs and organiza- the quality of student government servIn a 1997 press release, Mayor
tions. Games, prizes and orderly chaos ire at Baruch. Health Marshals, a group , Giuliani stated, "Since the beginning
rendered this year's fair a continuation dispatched by the N.YC. Department of of our welfare reform efforts in 1995
-oftradition. Despite the fact that festivi- Health, similarly supplied a question- with the Work Experience Program,
ty and prizes may have distracted atten- naire to spark breast cancer awareness.
our welfare rolls are at 'the lowest
tion from the informative aspect of the
Washington Moscosco, vice president they have been since 1989 - more
fair, the event achieved its overall pur- of GALA, said the objective of the club than 304,000 people have been
moved off welfare."
pose. "We invite stuDiBrienza, however, feels that
dents to have fun, to
HRA and the Giuliani administraget involved," said
tion are more interested in cutting .
Luz
Rodriguez,
welfare rolls than they are with the
assistant director of
individuals affected by the program.
Student Life. "It's
"Students could be engaged in more
not an infonnation
meaningful activities," he said.
i€:~reg~~n;tile--pJ~~~~~~~J-event."
booth
kind
of
"This administration would have
none of that." Many WEP assign-~'---· - ' The clubs and
ments are with the Parks or
organizations held
Sanitation Departments, where 90
activities
with
percent of the workers are placed in
small prize rewards
the street cleaning program. "[The
to bait students to,
" administration] is more interested
their table. Novelty
in putting obstacles in the way," said '
DiBrienza.
items, such as key DSSG council officers gathered to promote
chains, pens, toys greater student awareness. at club fair
The hearing continued with testiand candy were awarded to game and fair is to make students aware of the dif- mony from students, as well as those
trivia participants. The Gay And ferent clubs an~ans available there to represent them. One stuLesbian Association-supplied-oondoms ~ch. J~y_H~~ president of dent a senior attending Hunter
and infonnative pamphlets to students Malaysian Student AssOCiatiOn saia- Coll~geVvitlitliehope ofbecominga :" -- -, ---- '
who wanted to know more about their "Not many students ~y ~oin the teacher, gave an account of her expeorganization. AttendeesO portraits were clubs as a result of the fair, but It'S good riences with WE~ "Most' of these
taken by the Photography Club, while just to let people know what's out there." , students [in WEPJ, like myself, are
the N.YC. Church of Christ Association
The commotion in th~ halls of the 14th women trying to pull themselves out
amassed a large group of students to and 15th floors have SImmered down as of poverty," she said. "WEP is ruinparticipate in quasi-Family Feud game.
Student Life plans its annual Spring ing my future."
'Ib meet the goal of the club fair, behind "Fling. This carnival extravaganza is
This student has to participate m
very
freebie,
arid
an
the
fun
arid
games,
scheduled
to
be,
held
at
The
Armory
on
e
continued on pOge 8
stood a friendly face, ready to answer May 6.
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.Sear-ehfrrg for Democracy. and Tolerance in Isreal

.An Overview of Academi.c Complex, SiteB
INTRODUCTION

By Ian Eisenberg Baruch College's new Academic
Complex, the largest single building
the Dormitory Authority ofthe State of
New York will have ever built, will be'
located along, Lexington Avenue
between 24th and 25th Streets across
from Newman Library The project is
scheduled to be completed by
December of 2000, with the first Class
set for the Spring 2001 semester.
The actual building of the structure is
underway and will not change, but
adjustments can occur in the educational programs and the allotment of
space in accordance with the college's
-- .-needs. As technolagychanges, equipment in the complex can be expected to
change.
According to Karl Schmid, assistant
vice president for Facilities and
Operations, annual rent for the college
is over $20 million. Other reasons for
building the new complex are. inadequate classrooms, poor lighting, poor
temperature control and long elevator
lines. Thetotal cost of the Academic
Complex will be $280 million. The
breakdown is: $168 million for constnlction, $30 million for furniture and
equipment, and $82 million for land,
design and project management.

HISTORY
By Diane Jones
A total of two years was spent analyzing the conceptual design of the proposed building, which was approved by
the CUNY Board of Trustees. The site
required ten buildings to be destroyed
and over 65,000 cubic ft. of bedrock to
be·· chopped out before construction
could begin.
There were some initial objections to
the complex's location. These objections
came from the New York Historical
Society over concern that the historical
significance of a former horse stable
would be lost. This was settled when an
agreement was made to preserve the
history through exhibiting certain
materials preserved from the old stable
inside the new Academic Complex.
The next objection, and probably the
. most vocal, came from co-op owners at
24th Street and Third Avenue. These
individuals feared that their privacy
would be affected by the complex,
which would be located next to their
building. This was eventually settled
when an agreement was made not to
put windows on the east side ofthe new
Academic Complex that will face the
co-op. Concerns for adequate .sunlight
and possible view obstructions were
also an important factor for the co-op
owriers. This resulted in a reduction in
the number of floors in the complex. In
the original conceptual design sixteen
above-ground floors were planned; the
current count is 14 floors.

THE BASEMENTS
AthleticslRecreation
By Sharlene C. Williams, Raynald
Desmangles and Diane Jones
The Athletics Department will be
housed on basement levels one, two
and three in the Academic Complex.
The main feature of the third basement will be a large pool, four feet to
eight feet deep, located at the northeast
corner of the floor. This new six lane
pool will- be 25 meters in length, 25
yards short of an Olympic sized pool.
Built-in seats located along the east
side ofthe pool will accommodate a limited number of spectators for swimming events. -. - -. ----- - - - - .

A major safety concern relating to the ed out to other schools and to musicians fourth floor, two 12O-seat" classrooms
pool area is its depth ofeight feet which who would liketo use the space for per- and an aO-seat classroom,
The west wing will house the Student
will not be deep enough 1;.0 facilitate div- formances.
Activities facilities. These. include the
Theater
ing; hence, no diving boards will be proClub Center and the offices of all the
vided jn the new pool, which ho~fully By Remington Lowe
will prevent any possible injury lawThe Theater Arts Department facili- student clubs in Baruch College. There
suits from users of the pool.
ties will be primarily located in the will be about twenty club offices with
An agreement was -made between , basement levels of the new Academic four clubs sharing an office. The offices
Baruch College and the residents ofthe Complex. However, the seventh floor will be fully equipped- with computers
co-op building located to the east of the will house this departments' faculty and the like. There are also four large
new Academic Complex, who were ini- offices and two conference areas. The meeting rooms that will be total multitially against the erection of the new theater facilities will be on .the west media. Students will also be able toenjoy table tennis facilities and a bilbuilding. As compensation for the side of the basement floors.
restriction of views through the erecThe flexible theater will start in the liards area. Also available will be a card
tion of the new building, the C<H>p resi- third basement and continue up three . playing area and a television room. In
dents will be allowed to utilize the ath- floors. 'Ib enter the theater, one will addition, there will be a lot of club
letic facilities for a fee.
enter from the first level and take an lounge space for students to bang out
-Other facilities---of·the ·Athletics . .elevator· down ·10 thesecond sub level. in. This area of the floor will also house
Department in the third basement are In the second sub level there will be the the various student governments. The
racquetball courts, a first aid room and box office anatne-entrnnce to the the- college newspaper and radio station
lockers.
ater. This style .of theater is known as will also operate on this floor.
In the second and third basements "flexible" because it has movable risers
Classrooms
(two levels high) of the new Academic holding the seats, so depending on the
Complex there will be a double gymna- production being held, the. arrange- By Kelly Chow and Dwayne
sium with seats for 1,200 spectators. ment ofthe audience and the stage can Sailsman
The new Academic Complex will have
Located east of the new building this
be manipulated. It will have seating
main gymnasium, 120 feet by 120 feet, accommodations for up to 300 audience nearly 100 classrooms primarily on the
will have two full courts placed side by members, and will have state of the art east side of the building from the third
floor to the 14th floor. Eight classroom
side, separated. by a' mechanical cur- equipment.
sizes will range across the floors. They
tain. An auxiliary gymnasium, 120 feet
by 90 feet, will be located to the south of STUDENT LIFE (ground, second are 500, 300, 120, 80~ 50, 40, 30 and 25
seat rooms.
the main gymnasium. However, there and third floors)
In classrooms with 50 or more seats,
will be no seating accommodations in By Rajika Nakkawita
the auxiliary gymnasium. The flooring
The ground floor is accessible through seating will tiered. Floors in the smallfor the main gymnasium will be oak.
the main entrance on the comer of24th er classrooms will be· flat. The seating
The' flooring of the auxiliary gymnasi- Street and Lexington Avenue and in the classrooms with 50 andmore will
um will be comprised of a rubberized, another on 25th Street. The entrances affixed to the floor. Smaller classrooms
synthetic surface over concrete. The will have turnstiles through which stu- will have unaffixed seating, Afeature of
multipurpose flooring of the auxiliary dents will have to enter. The lobbies fol- the desk-chairs.primarily in the 8O-seat
gymnasium will accommodate the lowing the entrances will. be unique in classrooms will be outlets for laptops.
The classrooms are technically not
sports of tennis, badminton and bas- that they will be large open spaces with
departmentally designated, but some
ketball unlike the main gymnasiums high ceilings- a perspective inviting to
which will only accommodate the sport both students and visitors. This floor rooms with specific settings will be
used .exclusively by specific departwill contain the college book store, a
of basketball.
Other features of the second base- copy center and a large food court. ments. Large classrooms will be
equipped with dimable lights, media
ment under the control of the Athletics There will also be escalators and eleva.Department are rooms for the coaching tors that lead to the three basement technology and ceiling mounted projecstaff: a lunchroom, an issue room and floors. In the eastern portion ofthe :first tion.
Interior walls will be painted with diflocker rooms.
floor, there is also a large area that may
Lastly, the first basement of the be converted to an auditorium or ferent shades ofwhite, mostly off-white
Academic Complex will house a fitness gallery for special occasions or exhibi- and China white. Dropped ceilings will
center, aerobics center and saunas.. tions. It has a capacity of around 200 be acoustically tiled. Classroom floors
Amenities in the fitness center will people. The floor also has stairs and will be vinyl. Aisles in large lecture
include a weight training room. escalators that lead up to the second halls will be carpeted to prevent acciDancing, karate and fencing will be floor from where students have access dents because the rooms will be sloped.
taught in the aerobics center.
Chalkboards will be replaced by
to six large elevators for travel to floors
The activity fee at Baruch College will five, eight, eleven and fourteen. The whiteboards because chalk generates
allow students to utilize the fitness cen- three elevators that do come to the first too much dust and is not healthy for
ter. However, upon graduation the floor will be mainly for the use of the students or for computers.
alumni will be expected to pay for use of disabled and the college faculty.
Fourth floor: Black & Hispanic
the new facilities,
The second floor of this building has
Studies, Political Science and Sociology
facilities dedicated to student services.
Recital Da))
Indeed, the first room that the students & Anthropology Departments
see as they arrive via the escalators or Fifth floor: History; Philosophy and
By Jamie Marie Donnelly
Located in the three underground levstairs is the Office of Student Life. The Speech Departments
els of the new Academic Complex, as idea was to place this office in a high Sixth floor: Mathematics and Modem
part of the music section of the Fine traffic location. The west wing houses Languages Departments
and Performing Arts Department, will the Counseling Center, the Dean of . Seventh floor: Engli-::1shr:-,-J-ro-um-----=--::-1aIlS~In,
Students office. and the Disabled and Fine and Performing Arts
be a Recital Hall. The main entrance to
the Recital Hall will be located on the Student Services Office. The east wing Departments
first underground level. The first, ~ec contains the Career Development Eighth floor: Psychology Department
and Deans of Weissman School of Arts
ond and third underground levels Will Center with several interview rooms, a
contain seats. The third underground resource room with computers, two stu- & Science
level will also consist of the stage and dent lounges, the Student Academic Ninth floor: Law and Management
an orchestra pit. The Recital Hall will Counseling Center and the tutorial . Departments
seminars. There will also be a Small Tenth floor: Economics and Finance
be rectangular shaped. It will have
Business Lab and a mechanical area Departments
acoustic paneling that will hang from
Eleventh floor: Statistics & CISthe ceiling for the best quality of sound. that houses. the heating, air-conditionDepartments
This paneling will be tested for two ~ ing and ventilation systems.
three years in order to set it up preciseThe third floor is -distinguished by the Twelfth floor: Accountancy and
ly for the best acoustics. The Recital large atrium. It will be an open space in Marketing Departments
Hall will consist of200 seats. There will the middle of the building. The middle Thirteenth and fourteenth floors:
be a buffer zone, which is soundproofof the third floor is also the start of the Deans of Zicklin School of Business,
&
Graduate
Programs,
ing, to prevent noise from the Recital large wall of glass that goes up to the Ph.D.
Hall from interfering with theater per- seventh floor on the 25th Street face of Weissman Center for International
fonnances next door and vice versa. the complex. This window will be a sig- Business and Executive Education.
There will also be a recording booth on
nificant source of natural light that will
the first underground floor. The Recital add to the ambiance ofthe campus. The
The material presented is a summary
Hall may be used by the music section east wing of this floor will contain most of an investigative report conducted by
for practice sessions for students and of the large classrooms. There is a 300- students from Prof Benjamin Hudson'S
their professors and may-even be rent- seat lecture hall that extends to the Business Communicatian.class.: __ _.__
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Coexistence Center Promoting Racial, Ethnic and Religious Diversity and Equity
By Bryan Fleck
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an increasing diversity in race.
more about tolerance because and traditional Jewish teachings.
The Co.existence Center at "There are many Jews arriving intolerance is on the increase and According to Iram, the workshop
Baruch College's School of Public from Ethiopia," explained Iram,
extrem-e intolerance kills."
"proceeds in the direction that
Affairs continued its ongoing pro- who broke immigration patterns
Irarn, in response, created a pro- bothers us here in Israel - the congram to promote racial, ethnic and into two geographics.
On one gram at Bar-Ilan University, in flict between religious and secular,
religious diversity and equity. hand, are the immigrants coming conjunction
with
the
Anti- left and right and new immigrants
Douglas H. White, director of the from the "Western World," North Defamation League's Israeli office,
and veteran Israelis; Jews and
Coexistence Center, hosted a lec- America and Europe. On the other to "train teachers in the value of Arabs."
ture forum presented by Professor hand, are the immigrants coming tolerance, how to identify prejuThe workshop involves three
Yaacov Iram, the Josef· Burg ~ the "Eastern World." Thelat- dices leading to intolerance and steps, which Iram labeled: identiProfessor. in Education for Human ter . are more likely coming from
how to teach these values in the ty, stereotypes and tolerance. At
- Values, Peace and Tolerance, who underdeveloped countries, such as classroom." This program not only the workshop, students are first
teachers at Bar-Ilan University in Ethiopia.
shows professors how to teach tol- subjected to a great deal of introIsrael.
Iram criticized countries who are erance in the classroom, but also spection. "Students are forced to
The lecture, held October 22 in less open to immigration. "There how to recognize their own intoler- look within themselves at their
the skylight room (room 306) at 17
are some countries who are reject- ance. "When I registered for this stereotypes and prejudices," said a
Lexington Avenue, covered three ing
immigration,"
he
said. workshop, I thought I would be workshop facilitator.
"We have
"Israel's
official
policy
is
to
weldealing with teaching children tol- blow-ups and heated arguments,
WheTi7 registerellfor
come - to entice -people to come to erance, not with teaching myself," but I think we have made real
this workshop, I
Israel."
Noting. that 1995 was wrote one wom an in her final
progress. "
declared by the United Nations as paper. "I was sure I was tolerant."
thought I would be
These workshops have proven so
the
"UN
Year
of
Tolerance,"
and
-.fram has used the ADL's "A popular that, during the 1997-98
dealing with teaching 1997 was declared as "Europe
World of Difference" program as a
academic year, the' number of
children tolerance, not Against Racism," Iram said, model of his own program, imple- workshops
doubled from four to
"European
intolerance
[for
immimenting group activities in his
with teaching myself.
eight, and are now offered to
gration] is, unfortunately, a com- goal of increasing awareness of departments outside of the School
topics: the nature of modern mon occurrence."
tolerance. "Prejudice is something of Education.
IsraeL issues
of intolerance
Iram, like any good educator, did that is learned," said Rabbi David
In addition, the Burg Chair, in a
around the world and new educa- not merely criticize, but also
joint venture with the Palestinian
tional techniques in promoting tol- offered ideas for solutions to intolUniversity in Jerusalem,
Students are forced to Al-Quds
erance.
erance. Within the guidelines of
initiated workshops to "explore
Ir arn began the lecture by point- the Burg Chair, Iram was able to
look within themselves cultural
attitudes
between
ing out the diversity in the populaimplement his ideas into a proPalestinians and Israelis in its
at
their
stereotypes
tion of Isr-ael. "We are an immigram to teach tolerance.
goal of promoting mutual undergrant society, and this is the main
and prejudices.
The Burg Chair was established
standing and peace." The first
part of our diversity," he said.
in May, 1995, only months before
joint workshop began in .August,
. According to Iram, four out of ten the Nov. 4 assassination of Israeli Rosen, director of the ADL in
1998. Irarn believes that this projpeople living in Israel emigrated Prime Minister, Yitzhak Rabin, by . Israel. "Education combats preju- ect is particularly im.portant
from another country.
Between a Bar-Ban Jewish law student. As
dice."
because "opportunities for dia1994-96, for example, over 500,000
a result of the assassination, BarBased on what was learned at logues between these groups are
.people moved to Is-rael from the .Ilan cam-e under 'attack 'as a right- ·the teachers 'prqgram, -·-·a·--one~- --few.n. ...--_._-._: .,.
former Soviet Union. To put this wing breeding ground for extreme
semester workshop for students in
Although extremely pleased with
into perspective, Iram compared Irrtolerance. That year, at the dedthe School of Education at Bar- the progress 'his program has
this migration to the entire popu- ication of the "UN Year of Ilan University was established.
made so far, Iram realizes that the
lation of Canada descending into Tolerance,"
United
Nations
The workshop combines the "A struggle to spread tolerance is not
Educational,
Scientific
and
the United States.
World of Difference program with yet over. "There is much work to
In addition to the ethnic and Cultural Organization made this
theoretic studies and readings,
be done, both on the individual ini"We need to think questionnaires, source materials
religious differences immigration statement:
tiative, and on the part of the govhas brought to Israel, there is also

Argentine Tango: Courtesy of "I'Ire WOlDen of Color Net-wor-k
a

Director for Danzahora,
dance
By Sara Garibaldi
The Women of Color Network company in New York, has been
brought an Argentine Tango lec- dancing tango for three years.
ture and demonstration to Baruch Chaverra teaches ballroom dancCollege on Thursday, October 22, ing, Latin dancing and tango here
in room 1541 of 360 PAS. The at Baruch. Castillo is a personal
Women of Color Network, an trainer !1at a gym, and dancing
organization funded by Baruch tango is his pastime.
Chaverra began with a short lesCollege, holds events related to .
women's issues and different cul- son about Argentina and tango.
She spent one month in Buenos
tures here at Baruch.
Led by president Violet Sung, Aires, dancing tango to experience
this organization reaches out to the culture first hand. "I fell in
the students of Baruch by expos- love with Buenos Aires," she said.
ing them to different ethnical pro- Buenos Aires, located in the southgrams. "We try to nave fun, but at ernmost part of South America, is
the same time educate," said a large metropolitan city with a
Angela Anselmo, the SEEK direc- great European influence. Tango
tor at Baruch, and also a member originated in the "barr-ios" of
of the organization. This event Buenos Aires, Argentina's capital
gathered a large, .enthusiastic
crowd that consisted of students,
We try to have
but
teachers and members of staff who
. were willing to learn more about
at the same. time edu- .
tango.
,
cote.
The program started with a brief
introduction about Argentina, its city, between the 1880's and
culture and the history of tango in 1920's.
Buenos Aires. The dancers, Doris
Tango exists as one facet of a
Chaverra and Tony Castillo, per- very rich culture that includes
formed various styles of tango poetry, .music, great historical perdances. Chaverra, a teacher at sonalities,_ changes in the Spanish
Baruch in the Continuing Studies language and evolution in its stYle
program, and also the District and acceptance.
Tango has

fun,

-_._--~--

-~.

-- - --_.-

changed throughout the years.
The early tango was influenced
greatly by the Milonga, a bouncy,
swaggering dance often practiced
in the barrios. Early tango had an
African-style influence. The heavy
European
emigrations
to
Argentina in. the early 1900's had
many influences on tango, both
musically and in the dance. About
40 percent of these emigrants were
Italian, and the language and culture of Argentina was influenced
by them, especially tango. This is
where the sexiness and passion in
the music-and dance of tango came
from. Tango is now very popular
in Europe, the United States and
all over the world.
.
After the introduction to tango
and Buenos Aires, Chaverra and
Castillo demonstrated a few styles
of tango. They showed the audiellce how tango has changed over
time.
They-sfartea--witlf - the--African-style tango, then the
Candonde, the Milonga (samba
rhythm), the close embraced tango
and the Vals Cruzada, a form of
tango danced to fast waltz.music.
They also played aMi Buenos Aires
Querido," the most popular tango
song in the world, sung by Carlos
Gardel, the king of tango.
~-----

After the demonstration, .
Chaverra and Castillo taught the
viewers how to dance. The lesson
began with basic introductory
steps. People paired up, one on
each side of the room, and followed
Tony and Doris' steps. The women

I fell in love with

Buenos Aires.
were taught how to follow, and the
men how to lead. The instructors
explained how real tango is not
choreographed Iike, you see in
Hollywood and Broadway shows.
The movements come from following your partner, the beat and the
strong, vivid emotions the music
presents.
. This event was both entertaining
and ... educatronal. Participants
learned the intensity and the intim-acy-of-tango--aancers worldwide,and especially in Buenos
Aires, as well as- the passionate
dedication to form that they·
inspire. The tango is a dance that
can stand on its own, in terms of
technique .and intricacy, but to
separate it from its cultural milieu
is to diltite its powef. .

------A~__
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will be hosting a Murder at
Midnight show, which runs
through 10/30.
The show
starts at 8 p.m. Join in the
fun and win fabulous prizes.
Please call (212) 687-3374.
Share in the screams and
thrills at the Madison
Square Garden's annual
Madis.on Scare Garden.
The- fun starts 10/16 through
II/I. Call for times and ticket
info: (212) 465-MSGI.
Join in the Halloween
Mardi Gras and Goblin
Parade at the Kings Plaza
Mallon 1111. the festivities
start at 5:30 p.m. Prizes will
be given for best costumes.

" Baruch students interested in learning interviewing
techniques and networking
skills should come to 1 7
Lexington, room 1604 at
12:45 p.m., on 10/29. This is
a workshop about skills that
'students should t~ke advantage of to prepare them for the
future.
CUNY's Brooklyn College
offers affordable concerts for
students at the Gershwin
Theater on 11/4. Times, locations, dates, and performances
vary. For info call: (718) 9515792 or Box Office: (718) 9514500.
Hunter College offers
World Music and Dance at
The Kaye Playhouse", on
international
culture.
Affordable tickets.
Come
experience international flair.
If more info is needed, stop by
Hunter College's Box office in
the North building at 68th
street, between Park and
Lexington Avenue.

-

Comrnu n Ity Calendar Events
tJlateg fED (§o

for _aIloween
Come to the Museum of
Natural
History
on
Saturday Oct. 31, from 3-7
p.m, There will be arts and
crafts, spooky surprises, performances and much more.
For information call (212) 7695200.
Go to Border Books at 461
Park Avenue on 10/31, from
1-2 p.m. There will be children's Halloween stories and
many surprises. Be sure to
come in costume (parents
included).
Call (212) 9806785.
Come trick or treat at the
Narrows
Community
Theater presentation of a
"Haunted Comedy Tale."
Location is at Fort Hamilton
Army Base Theater on 101st

and Ft. Hamilton Parkway.
Dates: Oct. 30-31 at 8" p.m.
and Nov. 1st at 3 p.m. Tickets
are $12 for adults and $10 for
seniors and children under 12.
For reservations call (718)
482-3173.
Starbucks at 1325 Astor
Place will be sponsoring a
Skalloween Party on 10/31,
from 7-12 midnight. There
will be music, prizes and special guest appearances. Come
in costume. Admission is free.
Arts at St. Ann's in
Brooklyn will be having an
Edgar Allen Poe night on
10/31, at 8 p.m, Wear a costume and be prepared to experience the horror and suspense. There will be music,
poetry and Jive performances.
'Please call (718) 858-2424.
The Harley Davidson New
York Cafe at 56th and 6th

Arts and
Entertainment
Poetry and literature
lovers should come to the
"Emily Dickinson Uptown,"
called Wavehill, at 249th
and Independence Ave.
There will be a series of readings
called
"Hearthside
Readings" on various Sundays
through December 13, starting
at 2 p.m. Come enjoy the public gardens as well as the cultural center overlooking the
Hudson, while listening to the
poetry. Admission is $4 for
adults, $2 for seniors & students. Children under 6 are
free.
Reservations required:
(718) 549-3200.
If you like movies, be sure to
visit the New UA Theater
opening soon at Union Square.
For only three dollars, go to
the Encore Worldwide Cinema
at 50th street and 8th Avenue
to see six-month old movies
•

TIcKER "NEWs
that you missed.
When you visit the public
library, in addition to the
books you can take out,
there is a wide selection of
CD's,
old
and
current
movies, that you can rent
with your library card. For
those interested in finding
the perfect internshi p, the
Mid-Manhattan Branch of
the Public Library is a good
source of internship guides
and information.
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IN MANY COMPANIES IT TAKEs YEARS
To PROVE You CAN LEAD...

,
i
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Border Books will be
having a financial workshop at 461 Park Avenue
on 11/2, from 5:30-8:30
p.m,
Reserve a space for
yourself and a guest by calling (212) 533-7131.

If you are a young professional who wants to network, then call Netparty at
(212) 969-0293 to find out
about
their
upcoming
Networking Happy Hour
Events for young professionals.

WE'LL GIVE You 10 WEEKS.

Did You Know •.. ?

Ten weeks may not seem like much time to prove you're capable of being a leader But If
you're tough, smart and determined, ten weeks and

There is a computer center
for
Visually
Impai red
Students
at
Baruch.
Students interested can
come to room. 655 at the
Newman Center library, the
first Wednesday of every
month to hear more info, or
call 802-2140.

For liberal arts students,
go to the 23rd Street building on the 15th floor. Here
there are listings for various

College
AdvanceDlent
~

The Fund
Raising ArJn
Of Baruch
By Elaine Wu

The Single Women's
Alliance Network located
at 54th and 5th Avenue
hosts many financial seminars on financial matters for women.
Please
contact Kristin Johansen at
(212) 230-3448.

If you're looking for a
job, there is a big bulletin
board on the 8th floor of
the 25th street building,
compiled- by the Career
Development
Center.
There are various entrylevel jobs listed such as:
Accounting Clerks, Sales,
Office Assistants, and more.
This boar is mostly of interest to business students.

5
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a lot of hard work could make you an

Officer of Mannes And Officer Candidates School (ooS) IS where you'll get the chance to prove

"
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'Ie got what It takes to

teeo a

Ide full of

excnernent.

full of challenge, full of honor Anyone

can say they ve got wnat It takes to be a leader, we'll give you ten weeks to prove It For
iiore intorrvet.or. cal! ;-300- f\i1ARINES. or contact us on the Internet at
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-C.i(ll..tDEN KE\r

NATJONAI~

uoxon S()CIETY

CH1\PTER AT JJ,o\.Rtl(:11

Golden Key is an intcm.nionalll<.lfl-profit academic honor society thm;seeks 10
recognize schQI~tic ;!chi~venle~t in aU undcrgradtlat~ ~el.(Js of stud~ an,~ service ~o "!tbcrs
Lhn:ntgh conllllunlty service proJCcl~, The benefd$ ofJOJnmg the ~oclCty ]nclu~ bfehme
membership and benefits, undergradeare and graduut~ s~ho]arshlps" e~.f a.~'us~anc~,
leadership opportunities!' and networking. f\efenl1..lCfslul) 'IS b3Se~ upon mvuanon ]f the
aeademic criteria is met; 61 completed credits, at least 29 of whidJ mos. have been taken at
Barucb: and ,1 cumulative G'tA of 3.3.
The Baruch Chapter of Golden, Key_ \\f~~ Ch3rtel~d 10 the fall of 19~9w Sitl;ce it~ .
inceptiori. our,:hllpter ba.~l,een recognlz-c~ for Itsc~mnlJtme:nt to ~mtnWl~t~ service an? .Cs
invo]vctnent \\ftlhin the school, We. coordinate vanous service prtlJt:Cts fhroug)lOUt the year
for you to become more active in extracurricular ~.t;li\liljes.w Y~u_NEED~OTbc a member
'0 parti~~ipate l.1l an)' of out programs, For further LnfonntltlOll JOIn l~S on~~J.ne at
\~cV.C\V~ baruch.cuey ,cdu/go]denkey/cover.htm or call the chapter advt~oJ'~ Dean R~n J\ar~

at (212) 802-6820" rOODl 11021360 PI\S
,

'.

~.

ttlay also drop 115 a note In our mailbox in
ce of Student Life. \Ve. hot . to meet . on SOfJn !!
e-
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The College Advancement Office,
located in the 22nd Street
Administrative Building, is not a
place where students usually visit,
but it is one that has the students'
interests very much at heart.
Serving as the link between the college and the outside community, the
office is dedicated to serving students, faculty and alumni through
fundraiaing, corporate relations,
alumni affairs and publications.
bOur goal is to advance the mission of Baruch College to many of
our external constituencies," said
Erica Frederick, vice president of
College Advancement. "We are
determined to show the world what
a high quality institution Baruch
College is."
.
Within the past two years, the
fundraising arm of the College
Advancement Office, working in collaboration with the Office of the
President, has achieved remarkable
results. The Campaign for Baruch
has raised nearly $48 million,
including $10 million from Mildred
and George Weissman ('39), and $18
million from Larry Zicklin ('57). At a
September 17 dedication ceremony,
the college officially acknowledged
these gifts by re-naming the two
largest schools, which became the
Mildred and George Weissman
School of Arts and Sciences, and the
Zickliu School of Business.

Another high priority of the Office
of College Advancement is sponsoring and helping organize public
events that spotlight the college.
Recent activities included Alumni
Day on September 27, and the
ConvocationlDedication
on
September 17, which welcomed new
students.
The publications wing of the
College Advancement Office is
responsible for a wide variety of
printed materials: award-winning
advertising, brochures, flyers, pro-"
grams for events, viewbooks, the college cats.log, bulletins, Inside
Baruch, a newsletter published several times a year, and Baruch Today,
an annual alumni magazine which
informs graduates about Baruch
happenings. The publications staff
also produces materials for fundraising including The Capital Campaign
brochure, an informational magazine with full-page color photos of
distinguished alumni donors and
students. Its goal is to give prospective donors insight into Baruch and
to give a full picture of the college's
fine students and faculty, active culturallife, and cutting-edge technology.
.
All official publications of the college must go through the publication

office before they are printed. "We
are the gatekeepers for setting standards regarding how things should
be written and designed," said Teri
Maiorca, an editor on the publica:tions staff.
Whatever its focus-publications,
corporate relations, alumni events,
fundraising,
the
College
Advancement Office is committed to
telling Baruch's story. "It's. very
important work," said Frederick.
. "I'm here because of the students."

-
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Carrada and ~Mex-ieo--are-P-Ieasedwith NAFTA
Wu

By Shan-san
.
illustrated how many past Canadian ture.
He categorized the actions of
~The Canadian and Mexican govconcerns over joining such sweeping
ernments are pleased with the trade agreements were unfounded umons opposing NAFTA in the
results of the North American Free and how the subsequent satisfaction United States as bordering on
Trade Agreement, according to rep- over the results of the FTA made the racism, and claimed that there were
resentatives from both countries, passage of NAFTA a given in no signs of any "sucking sound" of
guests at the Weissman Center for Canada.
jobs in the American South going to
- International Business lunch forum
Wright gave passing mention to Mexico, as predicted by Ross Perot.
on October 14 of the 360 Park Ave.
relatively minor problems associated Since the passage ofNAFTA in 1993,
South building. The forum is the sec- with the FTA and NAFTA, including trade between Mexico and the
ond of its kind this semester, spon- Canadian concerns over increased United States has doubled from $85
sored by the Mitsui Corporation.
traffic volume over the border, before billion in 1993 to$170 billion in
Dwayne Wright, deputy consul , closing with remarks on how NAFTA 1997, with $82 billion consisting of
general and member
of the has expanded free trade possibilities exports from the United States to
Canadian government's trade advi- for all nations involved, and by stat- Mexico. Pinta then dismissed jmmisory commission for NAFTA, said ing that, ifNAFTA worked for us, it gration and drug related concerns as ,
trade between Canada and the can work for all.
bilateral issues and therefore irreleUnited States has doubled, and this
Jorge Pinta, ex-Mexican vant to this discussion.
has become the largest trading rela-- Ambassador to Sweden, Lithuania
Questions from the audience were
tionship in the world in the past 10 and Latvia, and former representa- not as optimistic. In particular, facyears since the Free Trade tive to the World Bank, emphasized ulty members questioned Mexican
Agreement and NAFTA were passed. Mexico's current state of relative bank practices such as releasing
These agreements allow Canada's stability and its viability as an equal information on bank reserves and
trade-based economy to freer access trading partner in NAFTA. Pinta calculation methods. Effects of sudto markets in order to thrive. The said that Mexico's worth as a trading den capital flows between the
province of Ontario has also become partner was being overlooked NAFTA partners were also disa larger trading partner to the U.S.
amidst horror' stories of crime, cussed. In fact, Pinta spent much of
than Japan. Furthermore, Wright poverty, and weakness in infrastruc- the question and answer session

o

defending Mexico's contributions to
NAFTA. Concerns that Mexico was
becoming the leader in a race to the
bottom, in terms of wages and standards of living among the three
N AFTA countries, were raised.
Other questions addressed the
potentially negative effects of creating regional trade zones in the world
economy. Many fear that agreements such as NAFrA may monopolize trading markets and create conflicting trade rules with nations possibly becoming bound to many sets
of trading agreements.
A discussion of the political effects
of NAFI'A ended the forum, and was
limited to the differences in policy
between the United States and the
other two nations regarding Cuba.
Both representatives took a questioning tone towards U.S. Cuban
policy. Wright stated that it seemed
that the problem did not seem to be
a conflict between Havana and
Washington, but a conflict between
Havana and Miami.

Grad Survey Says Full Time Students are Unhappy

By Kweli Murray
Full-time graduate students are
less satisfied than their part-time
counterparts, according to a survey conducted each of the past
three spring semesters by the
Office of Graduate Studies, School
of Business,
The study suggests that Jack
N ash Hon ors I\1BA students are
very satisfied here at Baruch, but
that international students, who
make up 75 percent, of t.he fulltime population, are not happy.
The results raise a new issue that
needs to be addressed. as the
majority of students in the program are attending school fulltime,
In spring of 1998, 138 full-time
grad students participated in the
survey. They were asked to rate
faculty, teaching quality, curricular/program guidance,
course
offerings, job placement, emphasis
on group projects and their overall

experrence at Baruch. Students
were asked to consider the question: "If they had to do it over
again, would they come to Baruch
for their graduate studies?" The
average of part-time students
agreed they would attend, while
the average of full-time students
said they were not sure.
According to Robert Ducoffe,
director of Graduate Studies, two
programs are going to be strengthened to help in tern ational students: the internship program arid
the English immersion program.
"A large number of international
students are doing internships,"
said Ducoffe.
"However, there
should be more chances to take
internship classes over a longer
period of time. The internships
help the international students to
gain more experience, become
more marketable and develop contacts. "
The English immersion program

addresses writing, speaking and
business culture. Presently, the
program - is offered the month
before the MB~ program begins.
Ducoffe states he wants this program to also help students with
studies, emotional issues, and
developing friends among the
school of business family.
"I don't spend time socially," s;id
Jean Ding, a first year' MBA-CIS
major.
"1 write letters to my
friends and family at home." Ding
will be one of the students to take
advantage of the new programs.
He also stated, "I'm satisfied with
Baruch so far, but I have difficulty
with listening comprehension and
group meetings."
According to Ducoffe, some
things have already been established to help international students. "We've boosted up services
to help students get jobs, added
staff to help during registration
period and we have a new director

of Career Services who will focus
on internships."
The 1995 edition of Business
Weeks' guide to the best business
schools rates Baruch's MBA program among the top 15 nationwide
for, quality and value. According
to
the
Office
of Graduate
Admissions, Zicklin School of
Business, there are about 1,960
MBA and MS students. Including
full-time and' part-time students,
as many as 400 are MBA international students. Students who are
interested in the MBA program
must apply through the admissions office. They need to submit
the GMAT test results, recommendations, official transcripts, a
resume and an essay. In addition,
international students must submit results from the TOEFLITWE
test.

)

Journalistic Standards Take Back Seat to Sales
Baruch Journalism Presentation Addresses Economic Factors that Shape Today's News Coverage
By Elaine Wu
Network news stations often
"sweeten the product for easy consu mpt ion" as cable news channels
continue to snatch viewers away,
said Neil Hickey, the keynote
speaker at Baruch College's journalism conference last Thursday.
"We're in a fascinating and crucial period in journalism," said
Hickey. editor-at-large of the
Col um bia Journalism Review.
"Nobody knows how much self-censorship goes into journalism,"
especially when news anchors are
pressured by their network's parent company to present certain
VIews.
These remarks began a two-hour
discussion featuring Hickey and
three panelists, who offered contrasting views on the future and
present state of journalism.
Professor Christopher Hallowell,
director of the journalism department, moderated the discussion at

this annual event sponsored by the
Reuter Foundation, a long-time
benefactor of the department.
Hickey raised many issues about
trends in journalism. Budgets for
news departments at television
networks are decreasing while
spending on sports and news
anchorpersonsO salaries have hit
record highs. News magazines,
like 60 Minutes and 20/20, are
appearing on television more often
because they are popular among
audiences and do not cost much to
produce when compared with the
cost of producing a drama series
like ER.
However, the journalistic content
of these shows was criticized by
panelist Robert Bennett. "60
Minutes is the beginning of bad
journalism," said Bennett, former
editor for United States Banker
and business writer for The New
York Times. "The reason it does so
well is because it's a bad example

[of journalism]." According to
Bennett, producers of 60 Minutes
have been known to distort facts to
make a story more appealing.
The focus of news in print journalism is also shifting. According
to Hickey, Time magazine only had
one cover featuring a breaking foreign news events in 1997, as
opposed to 17 a decade ago. The
magazine experienced unprecedented sales when it launched two
consecutive
covers
featuring
Princess Diana. Sex scandals,
crimes and celebrity coverage are
all turning' into mainstream
domestic news. Print publishers
and broadcasters continue to move
in this direction because it sells.
However, "economic reasons are
not necessarily good for journalism," warned Hickey.
From the audience, professor
Deborah Stead asked Hickey why
readers are no longer interested in
international news. It was a ques-

tion Hickey could not answer.
Panelist Bernard Stein, editor
and publisher of The Riverdale
Press, agreed with Hickey,' but
said, with his paper in his hands.
that there are local papers that
still cover important news.
Another panelist took a more
conservative point of view. "The
public wants quality and reliable
coverage of things they need to
know about," said Margaret Price,
senior editor for Treasury & Risk
Management magazine, citing the
public's resentment towards the
massive coverage of the Monica
Lewinsky case as an example.
"Publishers and television stations
are beginning to hear it," she said.
Hickey ended his presentation
by stating that "accuracy and fairness" in journalrem should be
more important than "the business
plan."
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NoLiTa:" An Old Neighborhood
Gets aNew Look
By Bianca Dieckmann
There are at least three streets in
Manhattan where life still proceeds
like a small town somewhere in
Europe. Time moves a little slower,
'the air feels a bit lighter and shopping can be a stress-relieving and fun
expenence.
On Elizabeth Street and neighboring Mott and Mulberry Streets, boutiques are still boutiques. Several
years ago, real estate brokers named
this three block radius between
Prince and Houston Streets NoLiTa
-- modem coinage for North of Little
Italy. They were seeking to give this
once run-down neighborhood at least
a little signet. Today, NoLiTa is
known as Manhattan's new fashion
Mecca -- the youngest and hottest
shopping area in town.
"The name NoLiTa is kind ofridiculous," says Megan Howard, the manager of Resurrection Vmtage
Clothing on 217 Mott Street.
Together with Katy Rodrigez, she
opened her store. here in early
March. "We have a second store over
in the East VIllage and we were looking for a new 'location. This area
seemed to be a lot more interesting
than SoHo. It had a lot of different
and exciting elements and seemed to
be a very up and coming neighborhood."
Indeed. Within recent years,
NoLiTa has begun to attract a young
and trend-setting clientele of artists
and professionals. A large number of
boutiques, galleries, cafes and nightclubs have sprouted in the oncevacant storefronts, and several midsize apartment houses have gone up.
And as the "new crowd" sets up shop
and home, they are recasting the
neighborhood with an up-to-theminute mix of retailing and nightlife.
It was not always that way. Not too
long ago, this northern edge of Little
Italy used to be a sleepy family
neighborhood.' There were four gro-

Everybody is very excited izbout the neighborhood expanding and
•
grounng

"The atmosphere here has
remained really warm and friendly," ,
says Arnica E., a waitress at Cafe
Colonial on 270 Elizabeth Street.
The Brazilian-American restaurant
opened three years ago and was
among the first businesses who came
to N ol.i'Ia right after the area started to change. "Everybody is very
excited about the neighborhood
expanding and growing. And yet you
have the same old elements of the
area, like the old people sitting on
the sidewalks playing chess."
There .is a big renaissome days they will come in
sance going on here. It and"Onhave
a coffee or a Brazilian
has changed for the
omelet," says Arnica. But as much as
"
the neighborhood has been changing,
better
so has the crowd and business per se.
the Irish. And as the population con- "Now we get a lot of famous people, a
tinued to change, Italians, were lot of artists and new people with a
replaced
by
Puerto
Ricans, lot more money than the old locals.
Dominicans, Cubans and Asians.
Business has never been better," she
NoliTa is centered around St.
says.
Patrick's Old Cathedral, founded
Ignez Whitaker, a neighbor and
by Irish immigrants in 1809. The friend to the' owners of Cafe Colonial,
aged gray monument gives the has had a similar experience. She
opened her store Elizabeth 260, an
neighborhood it's authentic historical
flair. The cathedral became a parish antique lamp shop, six years ago. "I
church in 18.'19 when-.it was ~psed. , was.the..tirst_onj;be~~!J:"ee.tW ~Q moved
here shortly-before the- tFansfonnaby the new St. Patrick's Cathedral on
Fifth Avenue. The old church tion. The:first after the butchers and
after the infamous Mike's Hardware
achieved a measure of cinematic
fame as the childhood parish of Store," she says. Her business is
booming, but so are the rents. "I
Martin Scorsese and as a backdrop
think I built a very good spot for me
for several movies, including two in
and for everybody. But soon I might
Francis Ford Coppola's Godfather"
be in a situation where I don't know
series. Now, the church is starting a
of I'm going to be able to stay here."
major capital campaign to restore
Mrs. Whitaker doesn't talk about
the building as well as its organ, dathow much rent she has to pay. But
ing from the mid-19th century.
John Perado, 73, was born on like so many of Nol.i'Ia's inhabitants,
she is aware of the good and bad
Mulberry Street and has lived in
the area all his life. "At one time it sides of the area's modification. The
new crowd may liven the place up,
was known as a ghetto," he remembers. "A lot of poor people lived out but it brings with it noise, trash, trafhere. But we always managed to get fic, rising rents and big buildings.
"We used to pay practically nothalong. We had the bathrooms in the
ing, maybe 30 dollars a month," says
hallway and no hot water. We had
coal stoves to keep us warm. But that Perado. "And now the young people
payaround 1,700 dollars for a small
was a long time ago," he says.
studio and up to 2,300 dollars for a
Perado, who used to drive trucks
one bedroom apartment."
for the city for almost 50 years, is one
So far, the young businesses, who
of the witnesses to the transformation of the neighborhood. Everyday come here to escape the homogenizahe takes his folding metal chair and tion of SoHo, do not seem to mind the
sits out on the sidewalk in front of rising rents. In just the past six
months, five new boutiques have
285 Mott Street, where he lives now.
He enjoys watching the new people opened within the three blocks
radius, making Elizabeth, Mott and
and especially "the, young girls go
Mulberry the new epicenter of hip,
by," he says, grinning.
"There is a big renaissance going and the streets more crowded.
Meanwhile, on a sunny Saturday in
on here. It has changed for the better," Perado says. "It used to be a lit- May; some Italian neighbors have
tle rough out here, but now you can gathered for a barbecue in front of
walk around anytime you want and their buildings on Mulberry Street.
nobody will bother you. Everybody is - Three women take care of grilling
the meat, while the men sit on their
nice."
old metal chairs, chat and enjoy their
beers. The air smells like summer·
and time seems to stand still.
"NoliTa?" asks one of them. "I
always thought this was Little Italy."
ate student in American history at
Columbia University and -the director of Big Onion walking tours. "By
the early the early 1800s, merchants
began building single-family' houses."
By the 1820s, the Irish arrived,
fleeing conscription into the British
army and, later, potato fame. The
merchants moved uptown. enements
replaced the fine houses, and from
the 1S380's, Italians took over from
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Committee Blasts Mayor' Over Workfare Program
continued from front

21 hours of work/study programs a
week, in addition to her 20-hour-aweek WEP assignment of cleaning
bathrooms at a senior citizen center
on 12th Street in Manhattan. "Now,
because of WEP, I am working 41hours-a-week, as well as being a fulltime student," she said. "All I want
to do is get my degree and be free of
welfare."
As a result of WEP, this student
was unable to take mandatory
internships because of time conflicts,
and consequently fell three semesters behind. "She could have been a
good teacher," said Marshall. ''We
are cheating her."
DiBrienza
. agreed, and suggested that "The 21
hours of work/study programs could
be counted as WEP."
A second student, in contrast with
the first student, graduated from
Hostos Comm unity College prior to
WEP being made mandatory. She
was able to participate in an internship at Deloitte & Touche which
gave her office- experience she previously hadn't had. As. a result, she
was-hired part time for nine months
at Deloitte & Touche. "If I had done
WEP, I don't know what I would be
doing now," she said.
CUNY students, and those speaking on their behalf, have brought a
lawsuit against the commissioner of
HRA, Jason A. Turner. This lawsuit
has prevented HRA from requiring
that CUNY students fulfill WEP
assignments during the fall 1998
semester. In this lawsuit, students
are advocating for three changes in
the current policy.
First, allowing CUNY students to
be exempted from their WEP assigriments altogether. "College students
should not be doing WEP at all," said
Patricia Allen, representing the students. "College is work. Parenthood
is work."
According to a September 24, 1998
press release from the Independent
Budget Office, "The city does not
have to increase the number of welfare recipients enrolled in work programs in order to meet federal or
state requirements."
This means

that the city could exempt all CUNY' attend school nin-tim~-is- a 'disserv- ---lrauoIfs--gd-al-to enact asimulated-. student from their WEP assignice to them, to society, which is sup- 35-hour workweek by the year 2000.
ments and still comply with federal porting them while they attend colHRA's policy is that the 25 hours of
and state quotas. "We have met,
lege, and to the thousands of people WEP should be devoted to work,
and passed, our work assignments,"
throughout the city who work, either in the public sector, or in a
said DiBrienza. "There is no longer attend school and raise families workexperience _ assignment.
fear of the federal law itself."
without turning to public assis- ''Welfare was never intended to be a
The second proposal advocated by tance."
scholarship
program,"
said
students is mote flexibility in schedTo back his claims, Diamond cited Diamond.
uling their WEP assignments
a June 30, 1998 report from City
However, a ruling by the State
around their school work. The third
Comptroller Alan Hevesi, entitled Supreme Court Justice, currently
proposal would have students "Analysis' of CUNY Workfare under appeal by the city, states othreceiving their WEP assignments on
Students." The report, compiled erwise. The ruling has forced HRA
or near their campuses. "It would from public _assistance data from to modify WEP into two systems: one
seem natural to place CUNY stuHRA and grade and credit informa- for students who have used up their
dents [in WEP] on the campuses tion from CUNY, shows "Students lifetime limit of 12 months of vocathey attend," said Marshall. Allen who participate in WEP do as well tional training, and one for those
believes that CUNY students should' -academically or better than other students who have not used up their
be treated differently from other students do," according to Diamond.
vocational training limit.
public assistance recipients. "When
In the report, a "study complied
Under the first system, in addition
you have someone who is different,
from data pertaining to the spring to paid employment and WEP, stuand you treat them the same, that is
1997 semester showed that students dents have the option to use a
discrimination," she said.
in WEP had, on the average, a 2.51
work/study program ot a degreeIn response to the third proposal
grade point average, while accumu- required internship to fulfill their
by CUNY students, HRA entered lating 8.3 credits. The same study mandatory 25 hours. The remaining
into contract with the Jewish -~ -showed that non-WEP students had, ten hours could be counted using colCommunity Council of. Greater
on the average, a 2_41 GPA, while lege hours or other employment
Coney Island to set up WEP on four
accumulating 7.9 credits. _"These activities.
CUNY campuses, and near four othresults clearly demonstrate the
For the second system, students
ers. The colleges offering on campus
value of work both to improve an would be allowed to use all of their
WEP placement as of this fall
individuals preparation for self-suf- college hours to total 35 hours. If
include LaGuardia, Kingsborough,
ficiency and their academic perform- the students' hours did not add up to
Bronx Community College and the
ance," said Diamond.
35 hours, however, he or she would
College of Staten Island.
Marshall.ron the -other hand, was have to include WEP to bring the
In addition to the four colleges skeptical of this report. "My concern number of hours up to 35.
offering WEP assignments on camwith the Hevesi study.is, that of the
The basic philosophical difference
pus, New York City Technical
287 students sampled, what about between HRA and those critical of
College, John Jay College for
the 12,000 students who dropped W~P for CUNY students is their
Criminal Justice, Queensborough out?" she said.
proposed strategy for bringing peoComm unity College and Medgar
Under the Personal Responsibility ple off public assistance. While HRA
Evers College offer community Act of 1996, the federal government believes that work itself is the best
based WEP assignments near stuestablished quotas for the percent- preparation for a stable career, othdents' home or school. According to
age of people on public assistance ers see education as the top priority
testimony from Seth Diamond,
required to participate in "qualified in moving people off public assisDeputy Commissioner of the Family
work activities," as well as the numtance. "I think that all work has
Independence Administration at
ber of hours per week they must par- value," said Diamond.
To this
HRA, 1,000 work experience slots
ticipate. Starting October 1, the Juanita A. Watkins, council person
are now available on or near camnumber of hours required to partici- on the Committee for General
puses of the eight participating colpate increased from 20 hours per Welfare responded: "I believe in
leges.
week to 25 hours per week.
work, but it should be work that is
Diamond defended HRA's policy AUowable activities to meet federal
meaningful and in line with [stutowards administering WEP assignmandates
include,
"subsidized dents'] capabilities."
ments to CUNY students.
"The
employm.ent, on-the-job training,
Richard Brody, director of Preadministration believes that the
comm unity service, job readiness Professional Career Development;
foundation of a successful welfare to
activities and various educational who oversees WEP at Baruch
work program is work," said opportunities."
College, was unavailable for comDiamond. "To allow individuals to
It has been the Giuliani adminisment due to family obligations.
g

Let's Go Yankees: New York Welcomes World Series Champions Hom.e
By Hasani Gittens
As chants of "Let's go Yanks" echoed
down Broadway, a.k.a. "The Canyon
of Heroes", a warm feeling filled the
cold morning air. Hordes of fans, most
in the requisite gray, white and blue,
jockeyed for positions to catch a
glimpse of their favorite team: the
New York Yankees. One of the greatest teams of all time. The icing on a
season of greatness and history.
Downtown Friday, October 23rd,
was not about the stats or the records,
it was about a city showing a team
some love. A whole lot of love. School
was skipped and work was cut as fans
of all ages gathered for the parade.
Some climbed onto cars. Some hung
off of street signs. Others stood firmlyon the ground with necks arched,
all to see the team that went 125-50.
It seemed like everyone in the New
York metropolitan area was there.
You were probably there. If you
weren't, you missed one hell of a
show. There was music from marching to steel drum bands, floats, classic
CJlJlvertibles, mascots, politicians, The
Rockettes, and oh yeah, three million
screaming people. All the elements of
a good party to be had. Loud music,
beer 'and food everywhere, and a
ample supply of cops. Seemed like

every one of New York's finest attenddidn't go to school,'" remarked one
young fellow.
.
ed, positioned strategically at barricades denying access to the Broadway
Most came to be heard it seemed, as
parade route from the parallel Trinity
spontaneous chanting would break
and Church streets. With all of the
out at the slightest invitation. As
people, the police had their hands
World Series Most Vaiuable Player
pretty full and many barricades
Scott Brosius passed, it was "Scot-ty!
became mere suggestions as torrents
Bro-Shus!" and "M - V - P! M - V - P!"
of humanity jumped over, crawled
For Cuban refugee pitcher Orlando
under or just busted through the
Hernandez it was "Duque! Duque!
wooden blue obstructions. All the
Duque!", and for the esoteric golden
while, every Giuliani rule in the book
glove center fielder Williams, who has
was being broken: jay-walking, alcobeen less than vocal on his free agent
hol drinking in public, and rampant plans for next season, it was; "Benne
gum spitting.
Stay! Bernie Stay!" When there was a
Not the best day to enforce a police
bus, loaded with politicians, blocking
state though, as there was a spirit of .the view the cry became, "Move This
fun in the air. It was all about the peoBus! Move This Bus!" In fact, even a
"Lets Go Meta!" was picked up by a
ple, the Yankees and the celebration.
Some danced in the street to whatevsmall band of rabble, but they were
er music or rhythmical hand clapping- soon quieted.
was being heard at the moment, some
Then there was the all of the paper
congregated in groups and talked
-- after all this was a Ticker Tape
about all things baseball. Some came . Parade. It precipitated down onto the
to see -- "who's that, is that somestreets of lower Manhattan like a blizbody," was heard again and again, folzard. Long white strands and bunchlowed by "Yeahc that's <insert Yankee
es of man made snow. It was everyplayer here>" or "no, that's nobody."
where, giving a second reason to call
Some came to be seen, "Oooh, there's
Broadway the "Great White Way." It
Channel Two," squealed two young flowed from the windows and rooftops
girls, "let's get on TV." Some even of buildings, it covered the streets and
came not to be seen, 'ry0, 'don't take people, getting over clothes and hair.
my picture man, my mom will see I
People picked it up and threw it

around and it washed into any stores
that opened their doors. It was - a
beautiful sight to see for a fan of litter,
or a sanitation worker looking to get
some overtime.
Or a Yankee fan, which is what
everyone there was, even if just for a
few hours. Fair-weather and die-hard
alike came together in celebration of a
team that will go down in the history
books in a season that was, like
Yankee pitcher David Wells' infamous game, perfect.
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International Student Services Center

c

th

Thursday Nov. 5
12:30PM - 2:30PM
@
,....

23

rd

the- Skylight Lounge
Street--building, 3 rd Floor

All International Students: This is your chance to ask the questions,' get the
answers, voice your opinion, get information in regards to your immigration
concerns.
Join Mr. Goldberg & the I.S.S.C. student staff.
Sponsored by the I.S.S.C. & D.S.S.G.

Did you know that Chase's Middle Market analysts'are preparing
financial projections, assessing risk, and.analyzing financial transactions
to help develop Chase's relationships with- oVCr'76%ofthe trt-state's
mid-sized companies with sales of $3-$500-million?
AS YOU START YOUR CAREER, WHY LOOK

___HE ELSE?

For interview consideration for analyst positions in the tri-state area,
please drop your resume with career servtces, or mail directly to:
The Chase Manhattan Bank
Global Bank - Middle Market Recruiting
270 Park Avenue - 15th Floor

New York, New York 10017

CHASE. The right 'relationship is ·everything:,
C1998 The Chase Manhattan Bank.
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Let Gay Issues- B~~~-At-Baru-ch--
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The Mis-Education of
Baruch College Students

Editor-in-Chief

Gay awareness has never been stronger in Amer-ica,
Sin'ce t.he tragic rnur de r of Matthew Shepard in
Wyorrrirrg, President Clinton has urged Congress to
pass the Hate Cr-imes Prevention Act, a bill which
broadens the definition of hate cr imes to include
assaults on gays, as well as worne n and the disabled.
Can d lel ig'h t vigils were held in different cities
throughout the nation, including New York City, in
rnerno'ry ofBhep ar'd. While the rrurnbe r of openly gay
rnen and wornen continue to rise, a new TIME/CNN
poll indicates that 64 percent of those questioned
thought hornoaexu al r'e lauioris are acceptable, and 48
percent thought they are rnor-afly wrong.
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So what does this rne a n to the gay cornrrrun it.y at
Baruch College? A greater sense of gay pride is needed. Hornoaexual -students, faculty rnernbe.rs and aclrrrinistrators need to CODle t.oget.he r to forrn a stronger
union. -Baruch's own Gay and Lesbian Alliance is leading this effort. It now organizes events like Monday
night' discussion groups and Thursdays' club hour
events. The club h as succeeded in r-eonuit.Ing rno're
rnernbe r-s into the organization. However, efforts
should not stop there. In the future, The Ticker, the
student voice of Baruch, will focus on issues affecting
b.ornosexual students.
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While corrrirrg otrtIs a hard struggle .frrr gays and bisexuals, a supportive and-understanding student and faculty body can rnake a big difference. Let us learn frorn
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because of their sexual orientation.
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By Kamar Samuels
to that field. At 'the root of this deciMost people hold "the pursuit of sion is the projected earnings they
happiness" as one of their most hope to receive upon completing the
sacred rights. Unfortunately, most degree program. As a result, many
of us will take this pursuit to our students find themselves searching
graves; never solving the puzzle that
for the motivation to study a subject
can bring forth true and lasting hap- . for which they have no passion. The
piness. During .this century, finan- -effects of this ignorant attitude are
cial success has been viewed as the
made evident when the priorities of
first step toward achieving any sem- the average student are examined.
blance of happiness. This has forced '
Obtaining a past examination
the majority of people to lead their paper is now far more important
lives as if they were operating a cor- than doing homework or actually
porate enterprise. Their most imporattending class. Corresponding durtant decisions are made based solely ing exams has become so commonon the amount of income to be gen- place that it is difficult at times to
erated. For many of us, the decisions
tell the difference between an exam
we make at Baruch College will be
and a group project. These actions
instrumental in the shaping of our led one professor to lament,
ultilnate destiny.
"Cheating has now become an epiThe college experience should be a
demic at Baruch."
process through which we discover
This misdirected outlook is fueled
our true value to society. College by the ever-present desire of many
students should be focused on the
students to land a job in a "Big Five"
acquisition of fundamental knowlfirm or a Fortune 500 company. The
edge that will prove useful in every illusion that this is the first step
stage of adult life. Instead, we have
towards attaining a "good" life is
switched our focus to finding new,
now fipnly rooted, JIQ~eye~, the stuinnovative arid unscrupuloUs ways dents are not at - fault. Baruch
of passing examinations. It is no
College aides and abets the fostering
longer important to explore our of this crazy notion. Organizations
skills and talents before finding a
such as The Accounting Society, The
suitable career path. In fact, upon
Finance
Committee and The
entering college most students have
National Association of Black
already chosen the major they wish Accountants (NABA) only serve as
to pursue. It is almost ridiculous to
instruments to perpetuate this
think that a student could decide to
increasingly absurd idea. Agents of
study finance, without actually takthese organizations constantly boming a class or reading a book related
bard business majors with all sorts

of propaganda. They care not about
the interests of students, only about
how good it sounds.to say: "Come to
our meeting on Thursday, we have a
representative
from
Price
Waterhouse coming in." These
organizations, however, only reflect
the prevailing view throughout our
society today. A society that insists
on pr~ecting ilnages hazardous,to
the development of the minds of our
youth.
-

-When will we realize
that the "Big Five" will
never lead us toward a
happy life? Working
eighty hours-per-week
is not my idea of hap•

ptnees.

College students represent the
future of America. Soon we will be
parents preaching the values of hard
work and integrity to our children,
concepts about which many of- us
have not the slightest idea. We need
to fully understand the ultimate
results of this course of action. If this
continues, our lives are sure to be
consumed by a plague of misery.
When will we realize that the "Big
Five" will never lead us towards a
happy life? Working eighty hours-

per-week is not my idea of happiness. Our children will yearn to see
their parents present at school functions. Children growing up in the
next century will have distractions
we cannot begin to conceive.
Attentive parents will be even more
important to their development than
they are today. The divorce rate will
continue to soar. Spending quality
time with family will become a thing
of the past.
I am beginning to take a firm
stance against this insanity. I am no
longer
impressed
by
Arthur
Anderson's offer of a $40,000' salary.
My ultimate happiness is priceless
In order to achieve true happiness,
all facets of one's life should be based
on a righteous foundation. Only
through a deliberate effort to make
conscious decisions will we be able to
collectively attain fulfillment in our
lives. Not everyone is cut out to be a
giant in the corporate industry.
Each person views life through their
own spectacles. There is not one idea
with which the entire world agrees.
Individuals should'pursue their passions at every possible opportunity.
It is our passions that will get us up
each day with the zest required to
lead a good life.
In time we all realize this. Weare
often in the latter stages of our lives
when we finally do. The trick is to
realize it early enough for it to do us
some benefit.

It's My Thought And I Say What I Want To

I

I
,"
\

By Ray Mercado
I would like to talk about something that is very close to every student's heart: The required textbooks
that students must purchase every
semester. Some would argue that
textbooks are like the. pens, pencils,
and papers a student requires to
accomplish his or her course work.
However, the aforementioned supplies do not come close to the level of
expense of the books of which students only utilize a small portion.
We Baruchians are too complacent
concerning the issue of textbook
accessibility. I do not know why students are not complaining about the
fact that when a new textbook or
new edition is required students are
left holding the economic bag.
Students who can barely afford the
amount of tuition, then have to find
ways to gather extra funds to purchase textbooks.

I was once told, "Baruch College
was in the business of educating stu-

We Baruchians are too
cOnlplacent concerning the issue of textbook accessibility.
dents." Nevertheless, it seems that
Baruch College is in the business of
coercing student to purchase textbooks which are not all that necessary for the education of a student..
Also, have you ever seen a new textbook that was required at the referrenee desk of Baruch's library? I
haven't!
There is another thing thatLknow
that really "pisses students off." Thi~being that publishers require

authors to update their textbooks at
least every three years. Therefore, if
you are a student who has taken a
course with one particular textbook,
there is a very good chance that
when it is updated the next semester, you will not be able to resell the
book. This situation causes the student to purchase a textbook which
has no resale value. It is very ironic
that when it comes time to update a
textbook there are no used copies to
be found. Hey! Have you ever purchased a pamphlet that was copied
and was selling for at least $ 25.00
plus tax. I don't know about you, but
,when it happens to me I feel like
am being cheated.
Another thing, I am glad that
Barnes & Noble has recently instituted the policy that if you are a student you can receive a 5 percent dis- count asw-ell' as beingexempt from
taxes. However, you must make the
~

.

trek to 18th Street to get this discount. It shocks me that even though
the bookstore, located in the basement of 360 Park Avenue South, is
owned and operated by Barnes &
Noble it does not have the student
purchasing policy as their bookstore
located at 18th Street.

I do not know why stu-

dents are not complaining about the fact
that when a new textbook or new edition is
required students are
left holding the economic bag.
Mwicli on tliese lliougliSf Yeace~
until-the next time!

The opinions expressed on the Exhale pages are those of the individual writers, and do not necessarily represent the opinions of The Ticker editorial staff. The Ticker accepts only
typewritten and signed opinion pieces of no more than 750 words from Baruch College students. Publication of Exhale articles is contingent upon an editorial board vote. Letters
must be no more that 350 words, typewritten and signed. Unsigned letters will not be published. However, when appropriate, names will be withheld upon request. Writers
should provide day and evening telephone numbers. All submissions are subject to editing for space and clarity. Address all opinion pieces and letters to the OP-EDS editor.
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Are International Students
Getting A Fair Deal?
-

o

By Michelle P. Johnson
Which office on campus has no furniture of its own, just "thrown
together" furniture? Which office
does not even exist on the new campus plan because it was forgotten
about? Which office has a studentcounselor ratio of 1/2500? Which
office has only one director and one
full-time secretary?
You may think that it would be a
small and unimportant office that
doesn't' really do anything anyway.
Well, you are wrong! The office I am
talking about. is the International
Student Services Center (LS.S. C)
and it serves more that 17 percent of
the total student body at Baruch
College. Baruch College is the number one school in the COUNTRY in
regards to international students
enrolled. I have worked at the
I.S.S.C. for two years, and I think I
have quite a good understanding of
the way the office is run, the way we
do things and the way students are.
First, I would like to address the
importance of this particular office.
We are serving over 2,500 students
this semester and we are the only
place international students can go
to get answers to their questions and
help with their problems. An international student can go to this office
when he or she gets admitted to
Baruch College. From that point, we
will help them with a variety of
things such as getting their 1-20 (a.
form needed in order for students to
get a student visa from the
American Embassy in their home
country to enter this country), and
updating them on INS rules and regul at io ns-w hich basically change
every day. \Ve also help them with
job-related problems and questions.
\Ve help them get a. social security
number or a taxpayer identification
number, and get their practical
training (an extra year granted the
international student when he or
she can stay in the United States
and w-ork legally after completing
their education), Not to mention.
essential issues such as housing,
insurance and visa lottery applications. In between that, we help students who have personal ~r economic problems, and who are "out of status," which usually me.ans they have
screwed up academically.
As an
extra burden we have to process all
the students that apply to Baruch
College. get accepted but never show
up.
Many of you can still remember
when we were located in the 25th
Street building. It was a spacious
enough room to take proper care of
all the students that who dropped
by. There was an office for Mr.
Goldberg where 'he could privately
meet with students who needed to

talk to him personally. Then last
spring we moved to 360 PAS where
there was a little office waiting for
us. There was not even enough room
for us to work, not to mention space
for the approximate 30 to 50 students who come to this office every
day.
After numerous complaints from
staff as well as students, Campus
Planning decided to move the
Reception
for
Students
with
Disabilities. They knocked a hole in
the wall and removed another wall.

.

An interesting point to .
be made is that, even
though the number of
international students
at Baruch College has
almost doubled in the
past five years, the
staffing has decreased.
That was it! We still have "thrown
together" mis-matching furniture
and filing cabinets from the 1960' s.
We don't even try to ask for luxuries
such as microwaves or coffee
machines for the staff (l brought my
own microwave and Mr. Goldberg
.brought a coffee machine).
.
We have always said that when the
new building gets, finished things
will be different. We will once again
be where we belong - close to the
admission. bursar, registrar, and
other offices that our students need
to visit in connection to their visit
with us. But. to our big surprise, we
just found out that there is no space
assigned to us under the new
Campus Planning. Now students
will often have to walk back and
forth to the 25th Street building just
to get approvals and signatures.
The staff of the I.S.S.C. is mainly
made up of six students and most
of us are international students, and
have gone through a lot of the stress
that the international students face
so we can relate to their concerns.
An interesting point to be made is
that even though the number of
international students at Baruch
College has almost doubled in the
past five years the staffing has
decreased.
Now a message to the students: I
am an international student and
before I started working here I still
knew some of what was required
from me. There are a lot of things we
have to stay on top of. I am a transfer student and at myoid school we
had an international advisor who
was there once a week. I knew more

anything for you. Last time I
than he did so I never went to him
checked we held U.S. employment,
for advice or consultation. Here at
internship, and IRS tax workshops,
Baruch College we have Mr.
immigration seminars with experts
Goldberg, who literally knows everything there is. to know concerning as speakers, transfer days for international students, .and citizenship
international students. He runs govdrives. The I.S.S.C. even formed a
ernment regulations workshops at
local and regional meetings, as well club a few semesters ago for the
as an emigration hotline for other international student, The Globe,
where he or she could go and meet
professionals in the field anddoes
citizenship drives for Baruch College
students and the community. If
there is something he can't answer
he wiR contact the appropriate person in Vermont or Washington and
Let me break the "solufind the answer. This year, Mr.
tion" down for you: The
Goldberg was chosen to serve on the
I.S.S.C. needs to get
NAFSA national taskforce to oversee development of immigration promore staffing. If the
cedures, policies and processes for '
office is going to be
the 21st century. He is here everyday from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm.
able to provide effiSurprisingly enough, here at
cient support for the
Baruch College it doesn't seem like
2500 students another
the average student knows that
much. A lot of the problems that the
counselor will be needstudents have, and I mean A LOT,
ed.
could have been eliminated just by
the student knowing his or her
responsibilities. For example, a
other students and talk to the
transfer student has to "complete
LS.S.C. student staff in a more
their transfer," a process that is
required by the INS for the student relaxed environment'. The response
was not what you would think since
to stay in status. If you transfer in to
so many students seem to have so
Baruch College and you don't read
many concerns. Only 15 students
-the 'instructions on the instruction
came to the club during the' first
sheet in the binder you get, you will,
semester. The club had to be disafter about 3 weeks into the semesbanded due to lack 'of interest.
ter, get a reminder from us telling
Yes, there is place for a lot of
you what you have to do. If you still improvement in the International
Student Services Center." Let me
break the "solution" down for you:
But, to our big surI.S.S.C. needs to get more
prise, we just found out The
staffing. If the office is going to be
that there is no space able to provide efficient support -for
2,500 students, another counselor
assigned to us under
will be needed. Then we could be
the new Campus
open one or two evenings a week, to
accommodate everybody's schedule.
Planning.
We would need to be in a location
that is efficient, closer to other relatdon' t complete your transfer you
ed offices. In addition to the location,
will get 'two more letters from us.
the facilities would have to be bigYou would think that by then the
ger, with enough space to handle the
student would have given us the
30 to 50 students per day and still be
sheet of paper required, but in some
cases that is not the way it is. There
able to provide privacy. Last but not
are times when two years later the
least, it would be necessary for the
student comes in wanting to apply
international student at Baruch
for Practical Training. Well, guess
College to take the responsibility of
what? According to the .INS rules
knowing their own rights and
responsibilities! The I.S.S.C. is here
this particular student is out of status (the worst thing that can hapto help you, and we love to help, but
pen) and is not eligible for Practical
we can't run your life for you!
Training. Now the student turns
Thanks for taking the time to read
around and tells us we don't know
my opinion in this much talked
what we are doing. Honestly, we are
about issue. Now it is time for me to
at a highly recognized business
get back to work - helping the interschool,not a high school. If you can't
national student in any way I can!
follow easy instructions, how are you
gonna be able to make it in the business world?
Some of you say that we don't do
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Hello, 'i would .like to take this
opportunity to introduce myself. My
name is Sergy Tabuteau. When you
look at my name and then glance at .
my face you will see that i am a
stranger in a
strange land.
Nevertheless, i am an Afrikan
woman born in America of direct
Haitian descent. My ancestors were
stolen from the countries of Benin
-and Togo from the great Dahomey
nation on' that wonderful continent
called AFRIKA: They were brought
to the island of Haiti to live out their
lives in cruelty and brutal servitude
on sugar cane plantations.
Although my skin color has been
whitewashed due to the sadistic
actions of the Frenchman i have
never forgotten that i am ultimately
an Afrikan. Besides the fact that i
am constantly reminded that i am
(as if i were afflicted with a incurable disease in.j.his "democratic" and
"justice for all" crap, crap, crap and
yeah, yeah, yeah society) i am proud
and will continue to be until the day
i drop dead or the forces that be
chooses their day to silence me. Till
that day comes, i will 'continue to
resist with the few remnants of the
Afrikan culture that i have left.
So. that means everyday when i
get home i choose to dance to the latest Compas record or swing my hips
to the roots rhythm of Rara. In an
act of defiance, at home, i will ignore
the French language while resisting
bourgeois tendencies and will converse with my mother in the revolutionary
language.
Creole.
Everyday, i get down on my bony
knees and thank the Good Lord, J ah
Rastafari and all my ancestors that
eve n though i have been lightened i
still have the one good thing that i
cherish the most. Yup. you guessed
it. the most beautiful thing on my
body. the rows and rows of tightly
curled naps that adorn my hair as if
i were wearing a crown of glory. The
. very same naps that. are a microcosm of revolution, for you see when
1 used to be foolish enough to put
that BLASTED European comb into
my hair I was met with unmitigated
resistance. Not one hair on my hair
would lie down and submit to this
insulting oppression. The result was
forthcoming and every comb that
came near my head trembled, for it
knew that my naps were rebellious
and when confronted would knock
out .the teeth of the dreaded
European comb. Indeed, there was
no pity and no mercy.
Therefore, since the world i live in
is dominated by the Euro-centric
mindframe i have consciously decided to counter that effect by dedicatingmy
existence
to . being
Afrocentric. i 'remind myself everyday that my salvation lies in my
REPROGRAMMING to eliminate
THEIR PROGRAMMING. Many
Afrikans in America due - to this
brainwashing and deliberate elimi-

nation of' their history have
allowed the oppressor to define
their entire existence.
This behavior, although overstandable, nevertheless, is unacceptable.
A Gallle of Questions- Last
semester on the 14th Floor - i
remember the times when a group
used to assemble in the Haitian
club room and
, we used to play
a game called
. questions. 'There
were
people:
there from the;:
.
v a rIO us::.
Caribbean clubs, ;~:
Phi Beta Sigma I;
and some mem- I~
bers
from ir::
PRIDE.
The :~:;~'
object of the :t~i:.
game was to ~!~ i1~"
turn to someone N',
f pose
them a \ \ \ ~
question
and :!:!~~
that person in j}t
:;,::x·
turn would ask !j~f
someone else· ~::::~:
question. A per- i!;~; i;
son is eliminat- :??:
.
;:~~:::
ed
If
they t\
answered
any ~~~r
questions. -The ~: :~ 1~ :
questions posed jEf
were often silly , I~l
:;::::::=":of ' a
sexual JK
::::::....
nature or quite @:.
disturbing and :~L
no matter how
hard some people tried they often
answered them anyway. Often
times the person would answer
revealing what was subconsciously
on their minds and therefore
embarrassing themselves.
In this issue we will be playing different kind of questions. We will be
interrogate ourselves to help
examine or reexamine who we are.
Concepts of beautySo, you won the crown for the
l\;IISS FLY GIRL contest in the
ghetto? Do you go to sleep at night
content in your thoughts that you
are all of that and a bowl-a-grits?
Do the women around the way call
you "Pimp Daddy" as you walk
your walk with a gangsta lean? Do
you consider yourself to be a Supa
Dupa Premium Gold card-carrying
member· of that all exclusive race
called the "beautiful people?" Oh
yeah? So what do you consider
beautiful and whose standards are
you using?
(For the sistas) Have you ever
wondered why Afrikan women
wear blue and green contacts? Or
why there are so many black people running around. with blond
hair? Why does there seem to be
such an explicable fear of their
"Back to Afrika" naps? Ever wondered who owns all the companies
that makes all these' "black" hair'

products? Better yet, have any of my
wonderful Afrikan sistas considered
investing their' money into owning
their own Afrikan owned business
instead of contributing every month
to the vicious cycle of THE PERMANENT? If you wear a perm, have you
ever considered wearing a' weave or
extensions to give your hair a rest
from the harsh chemicals that your

"

hair is exposed to? If you wear weave
or extensions have you ever considered going natural? Why not reacquaint yourself with nature and
achieve a wonderful sense of self"esteem while you REPROGR... \M
yourself to appreciate your Godgiven Afrikan hair? Have you ever
stopped to think that all the hairstyles achieved with extensions can
also be done with your own hair providing that you are patient and willing to learn? Trust me, you can do it
sistas will just a little encouragement and praise. The natural sistas
are waiting for your triumphant
return to your roots!(smile)
(For the felIas) "
Are you constantly hounding the
woman in your life to look like a
twisted and demented version of a
black barbie doll? Ever thought
about boosting her self esteem and
yours by praising her' original
Afrikan features? Next time you see
her, praise her crown of glorywhile
pocketing the money that you spend
on her monthly process. Call her
your sweetheart as you admire her
over bulging posterior. Kiss her lips
gently as you call on Mother Afrika
to thank Her for the size of your
lover's lips. CALL ON THE LORD'S
NAME AS YOU CARESS HER
MELANATED SKINn-

--------------'_.
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W orshiplRe1idousafliliA.tionsWho is your God/Goddess? Does
He/She look like 'your oppressor? Are
you, for example, a Roman Catholic
yet your culture is the farthest thing
from Rome? Has there been any
point in history where the religion
that you claim to be a part of, sanctioned, enslaved or brutalized you or
your ancestors?
Laneual[e- Do you consider a language "appropriate" or "legitimate"
only if it is spoken by your oppressor? Have you already decided to
ban your children from the use of
ebonies, patois or creole? Does the
terminology that you regularly use
express some form of self-hatred? Do
you insist on calling your fellow
friends NIGGER at the top of your
lungs' on a busy subway platform
crowded with white people? Do you
really have any justification at getting angry at white people when
t.hey do the same? Do you refer to
women on a regular basis as Bitch or
Hoe? Ever thought why?
Music- Does the music that you primarily listen to reflect your culture
-in,some manner?D.oes your music
. constantly perpetuate an vendless
stream of self-hatred and degradation? Does the artist who makes the
song look anything like
you? If
answered affirmatively, does any of
the board members of the media conglomerate which owns the record
company which therefore owns the
'artist that you listen to, look like
you? Are the lyrics of your favorite
song trying to spread to you the
vicious lie that you too can get flashy
cars, a huge mansion and some
bitches and hoes on your side by living life in the fast lane while trying
to reach that "American Dream?"
Ever stopped to think what does
that dream really mean for black
people in America, anyway?
Education- Is your entire educational system based on a someone
else's history? Have you ever wondered why in America's educational
systems black people don't ever
appear in history before slavery'?
Have you ever wondered why?
.
Well, i shan leave you to ponder
the answers to these questions.
Some answers may come to you
immediately while others may take
a lifetime. All i gotta say is think
about it. Hopefully, they will come to
you sooner then later.
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Something's Missing!

We Can Help You
Become a U.S. Citizen If~
• You have resided in the

•

By Shai Tzach
tribution and creation of products
When Nike heard of The New York . with just the right image. Asian subPost's assertion that its famous contractors did most of the manufacswoosh logo would be semi-retired, turing for Nike, first in Japan and
its response was: "And Elvis is living later in Korea and Taiwan.
in Detroit."
Nowadays, Asian manufacturing has
To strengthen this statement, expanded to include factories in
Gordon Tompson, Nike's vice presi- Vietnam, Thailand and Indonesia.
dent of design, said: "It is the swoosh Nike currently employs 500,000
that has brought us to prominence, workers world wide, 12,000 of them
and it isn't going away."
in the United States.
At the same time, the company did
Throughout the years, Nike has
change its marketing campaign by relied on advertising featuring the
images of athletes, considered the
best ambassadors to deliver the Nike
message to the world.
Recently, however, Nike (like .
The firm's products
Microsoft) has learned that being at
became synonymous
the top can garner a sizable amount
of criticism along with hefty profits.
,with slave wages,
In the past four years the company
[orced. ooertime, and
has been .targ~- as- a firm_whic h _
arbitrary abuse
crops high profits while its workers
are underpaid and experience dangerous and abusive working condiadding the phrase "I Can" to the tions. In a recent speech, Knight
said that he is portrayed as the "peralready well-known "Just do it."
Though it may appear to be an fect corporate villain," and that the

l
I
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u.s. as a permanent

resident for 5 years. Or 3 years of permanent

residence, if married to and Itving with a U.S.
citizen.
• You have been phvsically present
for half

of the

In

the U.S.

5- or ~ycar peroc.
T

• You are at least 18 years 016.

You will need:
• Your ReSIdency Cord {Greer, Card)

• All passports
• tntorrnation about where you have lIved arid
worked for 5 (or 3) years
• Children's addresses. dates o: :';:rtr. and
Green Card numbers

• Spouse's. address,

SOCi3[

security number.

insignificant event, in the corporate firm's "products become synonymous
world, a move of this kind stands for with slave wages, forced overtime,
a radical change in the way a :firm and arbitrary abuse." These allegaconducts its business. For Nike, the tions were backed by concrete
world's largest distributor of sport- descriptions of abusive incidents
ing equipment and apparel, there brought before the public by the
are good reasons to make changes. media. For example, in the June 25,
For starters, in the first quarter of 1997 issue of The Wall Street
1998 profits slumped 69 percent. Journal, an article described an inciAdd to that Nike's negative public dent in which a Korean supervisor
image as a winner who appears to be slapped a Vietnamese worker with- a
a tyrant, the Asian economic crisis. .piece of an unfinished shoe, The
and the fear of a slowdown in the article cites another ~ incident In
American economy. It all adds up to which a Taiwanese supervisor forced
signal that it is time for a change at Viet~amese .workers to ron around
the factOry facilitY for not wearing
Nike.
Nike has come a long way since regulation slippers. The faiiiilies of
1972, when' Philip Knight founded workers who fainted due to this
the company in his mother's laundry abuse received compensation equalroom. Since its early days the com- ing sio, .
That is just the beginning. In
pany specialized in the design, dis-

date and place of birth, residency number. If

previously married, dales of marriage and
divorce.
• If

We Provide:
* FREE Citizenship Guidance
* FREE Photographs
* All Application Materials

a male

and you registered for the draft,

selective service registration number.
• Information about any arrests, such as nature
of the crime and dtsposuion of the case.
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countries outside the U.S., Nike's
advertising practices were considered too harsh, almost brutal, in the
eyes of the public. In Brazil, where
soccer is a national sport, Nike ~was
accused of over commercializing the
game. French citizens resented a
commercial in which French soccer
stars ~ere portrayed as devils and
the soccer field as hell.
Another negative factor in the
Nike equatipn is the fact that the
public is buying fewer athletic
shoes. It seems that the public has
outgrown the sports shoe craze, in
which only 20 percent of athletic
shoes sold were actually used for
athletic activities. According to a
WSJ article dated June _3 1998,
"buyers were making a not-veryNike statement," by purchasing
"brown shces". made by companies
like Hush Puppies and Timberland.
That resulted in a reduction of 20
percent in sneaker sales.
As expected, Knight would not let
all these blows hit his firm without a
proper reaction. The firm knew that
it had to correct its image in the eyes
of customers.
In fact, in 'a
September 26 1997 WSJ article,
media experts cited "lousy 'public
relations" as Nike's main fault.
Nike had let attacks on their company go unanswered for too long.
Nike is now attacking tills-ISSUe
for the first time. Knight's speech in
May is probably the first direct
address the firm has made to try to
repair the damage.
Knight
announced new firm policies, presented the firm's point of view on a
few matters and declared hew Nike
initiatives.
First, the company
guaranteed that the minimum age
for footwear factory workers will be
18, and 16 in other factories, just as
it is in the U :S. Knight rejected
firmly the accusations of abuse.
According to Knight, most of these
events were the result of cultural
differences between managers and
workers in their factories. Nike's
strategy is to operate new factories
in Asian countries by relying on connections it has previously made in
Taiwan and Korea. Nike also promised that-it would adopt health and
safety regulations similar to those in
the U :8. iIi all of its factories.
Education programs and grants will
be provided to more workers so they
can complete their high school education. In addition, the firm also
noted that according t.O objective
continued on page 18
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Hong Kong And
A Year Later

e

By Michael Papilsky

By Ajifa Aruwa
By Daniel Birk
The stock market, which has been
very volatile for the past few
months, has caused many investors
to flee from stocks and stock mutual
funds into money markets and
treasury securities. Earlier this
month the NASDAQ and the -Dow
Jones entered into bear market territory, the term used when markets
fall 20 percent off their highs, before
recently rebounding. When the
market is so volatile it is hard for
anybody to predict the next big

Investors pay fund
managers fat commissions to beat the
indices while only two
out of ten succeed.

tive $6 billion cash flow.
In its October 7 1998 issue, the
Wall Street Journal ran an article
that praised index funds. It stated
that 76 percent of actively managed
stock mutual funds do not surpass
the S & P 500's performance. After
taxes, only 20 percent of fund managers beat the S & P 500. These percentages are very surprising. In
simple terms, investors pay fund
managers fat commissions to beat
the indices while only two out of ten
succeed.
Low operations costs and minimal
taxes are two major cost factors that
make index funds even more attractive. Morningstar estimates that
the average domestic equity fund
has an annual expense ratio of 1.4
percent versus an annual expense
ratio of 0.2 percent for index funds.
To demonstrate this point, let's
assume you are a portfolio manager
who matches the 10 perceri.t average
per year gain of the S & P 500 for 10

concerned that the Chinese would
Before the return of Hong Kong to suppress liberty and freedom in the
China last year, its economy was small country. This, however, did not
blooming. However, a year after happen, though many feel it will
Hong Kong's return its economic pic- occur in the future.
Wayne Tam of the DAD group was
ture is starkly different. The country
is now undergoing an economic crisis the second speaker at the Lunch
with plummets in real estate values Forum. Tam explained how the
Chinese Government is getting
and the stock market.
Dr. Frank Kehl of the US-China involved in the affairs of Hong
Exchanges discussed the difficulties Kong's economy and has set certain
that Hong Kong is now undergoing economic goals, such as bringing
at the Weissman Center for inflation to 3% and reforming the
International
Business
Mitsui financial system.
To sum it all up, while there is freeLunch Time Forum.
According to Kehl, Hong Kong's dom of speech in Hong Kong, the
population of about 7 million con- state ofits" economy is pathetic. Real
sists of highly skilled workers. These estate values have fell about 40%.
workers' are dependent on the Hong Kong is officially in a recession
economies of China and the rest of (two consecutive quarters of a conSoutheast
Asia;
when
those tracting economy) and there are
economies fall so does Hong Kong's. signs of social unrest. Things were
And the current weakness in much far better for Hong Kong before its
of Asia is what is causing Hong return. Bottom line: the government
has to work to get the economy back
Kong's problems.
On the bright side, before the on its feet.
return of Hong Kong, people were

through an index fund that charges
minimal fees." Even Morningstar,
the mutual fund advisor states that
index funds, "are a rational, intelligent way to invest." Of course,

''The best way to own
common stocks is
through an index fund
that charges minimal
fees."

-Cuts
Rates

United States and world financial
markets
have
shown
sharp
rebounds in recent days due in part
to the Federal Reserve's surprise
interest rate cut on October 15th.
The Fed cut both the federal funds
rate and the discount rate by a
quarter percent each. The news
sent the Dow Jones Industrial
Average up 330.58 points or 4.15
percent to 8299.36. The average is
up 984.54-\ points, or 13.2 percent
since its October 8th session low.
The Dow is now up 544.04 points or
6.9 percent for the year,
Shares of large caps seem to have
stalled in the last three sessions as
investors take profits and reassess
their financial position after this
summer's turbulent markets. Small
cap issues on the other hand continue to drive ahead with the Nasdaq
outpacing the dow in recent sessions. Small cap stocks that were
down nearly 50 percent for the year
have come back nearly 30 percent
recently.

..
boom or the next hot stock fund.
However, there has recently been
a growing trend in mutual fund
investing. Many investors have
started to purchase index funds over
actively managed funds: An index
fund is a stock fund that invests
cash to mirror the movements of
major indices such as the Dow Jones
and S & P 500. Indexing, sometimes
called passive investing, is simply
buying an entire market basket of
securities and holding it. Index
funds do not pursue hot sectors or
pick specific stocks, they rely entirelyon Dow Jones and Co., which
decides the makeup of the Dow
Jones Industrial Average, and
Standard and Poor's which determines the stocks to be included in
the S & P 500.
According to Morningstar, a mutual fund analysis service, more than
$117 .billion is now invested in
indexed mutual fund portfolios.
Vanguard, a mutual fund superstore, offers the Vanguard Index 500
which is now the second-largest
mutual fund in the country, just
behind Fidelity's Magellan. Last
year, Vanguard's fund took in $7 billion compared to Magellan's nega-

years before expenses. In addition,
assume that 10 years ago you
deposited $10,000. Your cost factor
of the 0.2 percent expense ratio
would give you a total average yearly return of 9.8 percent versus the
8.6 percent gain from the average
domestic equity fund. After learning future value of-money in finance
courses and assuming all the money
earned was reinvested, $10,000 at
9.8 percent for 10 years would equal
,$25,470 and actively managed
funds at 8.6 percent would be worth
$22,820. Choosing the domestic
fund with a higher expense cost
would impair your returns, versus
the index fund, by $2,650, which is
enough of a difference to cover the
cost of text books for four years. The
expenses for the actively managed
funds have higher tax costs because
they continuously buy and sell securities, in .addition, they do excessive
research trying to pick the next hot
stock.
Morningstar quotes - Warren
Buffett, probably the most famous
stock picker, as saying, "most
investors, both institutional and
individual, will find that the best
way to own common stocks is

Can Nike
"Just Do It"?
continued from page 15
~

studies, most of its workers earn 50
-percent more -then average workers
in non-Nike factories in the same
countries. Nike also pledged to
develop
new
manufacturing
processes to reduce pollution by its
factories and find recyclable materials for its products.
On the business side, Knight
declared a budget reduction of $325
million in company spending, and a
40 percent cut in his own salary.
Other board executives will have to
forgo bonuses this year, and 10 percent of Nike's American workforce
-- som~ 1,200 employees -- will be
laid off.
. Only time will tell whether or not
these actions are-sufficient to keep
Nike on track without a major
slowdown. However, some industry experts think Knight's real
strategy is- to "lay low until the
media has found a new whipping
boy."
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Apt Pupil: Ho Hum!
By Vanessa Singh and Brooklyn
Boy
Staring down the barrel of a gun,
a precocious highschool kid's insatiable fascination with the holocaust
leads him down a dark and winding
path straight towards the heart of
evil in the new film Apt Pupil. It's
true when they say that curiosity
can kill.
Todd Bowden (Brad Renfro) thinks
that he has spotted a Nazi war criminal on a cross- wn us, andthen
he tries to blackmail the former
Nazi,
Kurt
Dussander
(Ian
McKellan). Compelled by a burning curiosity to hear all of the grisly
details "... "everything that they're
afraid to show us in school," Renfro
crosses the fine line between fascination and obsession.
McKellan and Renfro cultivate a
symbiotic lovelhate relationship.
They are at once steadfast allies and
the staunchest of foes, trodding
around one another, carefully prodding for each other's weak spot.
They know each other's darkest
secrets and are bound together by
the evil they cultivate in each other.
There -is"'~ "intense"mental-game played between them where each'is
~
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Urban Legend: Good F'lfck!

trying-tol:me-upIthe-u1fue1~-srnent-+-Bv-DalVRt-b,----------~

war-of-the-wills is waged as they
If you have already seen the preplay for power, trying to outmaneuviews for Urban Legend, you probver each other and those who threatably think that it's another one of
en them by using manipulation,
those Scream / I Know What You
blackmail, and sadism. All the while,
Did Last Summer flicks. True, in a
keeping their darkest secrets buried
sense it is. If it weren't for those
far from the glare ofinquisitive eyes.
previous teenage slasher flicks, we
ultimately, corruption gives way to
wouldn't have an Urban Legend
the monster lurking within the
at all. But the creators of Urban
darkness that is found within all of
Legend learn from the horror
us.
genre formula and deliver perhaps
Anyway, I thought this movie r:eaJ~---1UlEW1.nest-ho.rr.cu:...Jm.oYlfLQjltJ:ML~~
f the ear
ly sucked eggs. I mean, why is it that
to date.
Hollywood must make a Holocaust
Right from the opening scene of
movie every year? It's totally
the film, you can tell that this is
depressing!
going to be a special movie. Here,
And what the fuck?! Apt Pupil is
we meet up with Michelle Mancini
based on a Stephen King story?! No
(Natasha Wagner) driving along a
way, it can't be. I mean, didn't anydeserted road. - Suddenly, her car
one see the movie IT? -The way that
runs out of gas. We see a gruesome
clown sucked the little kid into the
gas station attendant that looks
sewer and killed ·him or something like a character from T~ From
that was freakinhotl 1 almost took a
The Crypt-:--but poor Michelle doesdump on my Adidas! So Hollywood,
n't know what's in store for her!
please give us some credit. Enough
In UrbanLegend, a mysterious
of this psychological crap and more
killer begins' taking the lives of colblood and guts!
lege students. There's a hitch
though; the killer is basing all of
Special thanks to Brooklyn Boy for finthe murders upon urban legends.
ishingth.is article ill: the nick of time!
One by one,.\jG,tiI:Q~J~.l1.1?rey.~p_.~h~,
killer. Natalie Simon (Alicia Witt)
is the one person connected to the
murders. In certain scenes of the
film, we notice the killer wants
Natalie alive. But why? The ending will explain it all.
Paul (Jared, Leto of My So
Called Life) does a fine job asa
budding journalist who wants to
discover the killer on campus. Also
I stupendous is Brenda (Rebecca
, Gayheart aka The Noxema Girl)
r .who proves to the audience that she

can not only say lines, but be convincing in saying it too. Damon
Brooks· (Joshua Jackson of
Dawson's Creek) cannot be excluded in the special cast of young actors.
Jackson has a hilarious scene in the
"Pop Rocks" scene with who else; but
Professor William 'Wexler (Robert
Englund, Freddy Krueger himself!).
There are times when we think
that someone in the movie is the
killer for sure, but director, Jamie
Blanks, fills the plot with so many
twists and turns, he second -guesses
the audience and makes sure that
the killer at the end is a surprise,
and what a surprise it is! That's
what makes Urban Legend so good.
If a movie can keep you on your feet
for the entire 90 minutes, then that
qualifies it' as a. thumbsupforrne."
Safe to say, there were three scenes
in the film that made me jump out of
my seat. It takes a lot for me to be
jumpy, while others (see Disturbing
Behavior) simply don't get the job
done. I have to admit that I am an
Urban Legend junkie, seeing the
movie three times already. I hope
Hollywood takes notice of this film
and begins making more movies of
this caliber.

Ethics' Into Action

A
It was discovered that I somehow broke into the Ticker systems and sabotaged everytlifng itt the Arts and-Entertainment section in the last issue. The
Kiro Legend, the pathetic story about that girl, and even the record reviews
ot "Coozer-fied." While I don't care what people think of me, I. thought it
would be considerate of me to write a public apology. I agree that sabotqging other people'scolumns is rude and uncool. I was totally in the wrong. I
mean, if someone did that to me I'd kill them. -Adam Coozer
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Beginning his activism as a
By Cecilie Finkelstein
teenager while working in the merWhat can be accomplished when
chant marine, he edited an insurone man takes on the FBI, corrupt
gent newspaper that exposed corunion bosses, a large museum,
rupt union bosses who were becomracism and major corporations-c-all
ing millionaires while pensioners
in the name ofjustice? If that man is
struggled to survive. At risk to himHenry Spira, a whole lot! Spira, a
self (he was followed and received
Brooklyn College alumnus, has
threatening phone calls), he was
spent most of his life fighting injusinstrumental in ousting the corrupt
tice and defending the oppressed.
And now his life has been docu- - bosses.
That was just the beginning.
mented in a new biography, Ethics
Later, while in the army, working as
Into Action: Henry Spira and the
Animal Rights Movement, by
a journalist .or as an inner city
teacher, he devoted most of his time
Australian author and philosopher
and energy to social issues. He went
Peter Singer.
.
south during the height of the civil
Spira is a human rights activist,
rights struggle and wrote pro civilpublic school teacher, marinesman
rights articles for northern newspaandjournalist is also one ofthe most
pers, he even interviewed Dr.
successful animal rights activists in
t--history~ Taking -on .the-American
Martin Luther_.KiI!~J:r-~,Jh~_was
threatened by racist whites,' -but-'
: Museum of Natural History, cosmetthat didn't stop Spira!). He reported
ics giant Revlon, the USDA, and
on the Cuban revolution, wrote critrecently McDonald's and KFC,
Spira has challenged the status quo
ical articles about J. Edgar Hoover
and the FBI, and' participated in
regarding animals and their usage.
various strikes.
-Because of him, the words "Not
By now you might be picturing an
Tested on Animals" and "CrueltyFree" are written on many cosmetics
continued on page' 32...
today.
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By David Lo
Before there was Fiona Apple,
Lisa Loeb, and Paula Cole, there
, was Liz Phair. If you want to compare Phair to other female artists of
varying genres, you really can't.
One drawback Phair has is her strict
. monotone. voice which many might
not be able to stand, since she is a
"rock" artist. And aren't rock artists
supposed to change' vocals and
scream to the top of their lungs? Not
Phair though.
Phair was the queen of indie rock.
Signed to Matador Records, she
shortly put out her debut album
Exile to GuyviZle in 1993. The following year, Phair put on Whip
Smart. and critics hailed both of her
albums collectively. Phair was the
first female rock artist to actually
say what is really on her mind, even
if it takes a few four-letter words
here and there to prove her point.
Then she took a few years off to
have a baby. She didn't forget that
she was an artist, and kept writing
and writing. Phair put out "Rocket
Boy" on the Stealing Beauty
Soundtrack in 1997. Phair's album,
Whitechocolatespaceegg was even
delayed for months, so that Phair
'could 'make this comeback a monumental one.
So four years later, we have Phair
coming back to New York City. Phair
actually did a stint at this summer's
Lilith Fair at Jones Beach, but that
was only a short 40 minute set. For
Phair's own show, she made sure to
put out an evening full of tunes from
all three of her albums. To show how
important this show was, the ticket
said "An Evening with Liz Phair"

with no opening acts either.
Doors were opened at 7:00 P.M.
with the show starting at 8:00 P.M.
; The time is now 8:10 ~M. and suddenly the lights go out and the crowd
cheers. All of a sudden, slides start
coming on the screen. The audience
is treated to such a pictures as Phair
. making funny faces, Phair on a fish, ing trip, and to top it all off, Phair In
several nude photographs in stylish
poses. I say to myself, aoK, this is
nice, but let's get on with the show."
Ends up that this continues for the
next 40 minutes. At one point, I felt
like I was in the Hayden
'"
Planetarium.
At 8:50 P.M., Phair finally emerges
from behind the curtain with the
rest of her bandmates. The crowd
then gives a loud applause. They're
actually going to hear music! Phair
appears nervous on stage, .but then
bursts into a song from her new
album.
Phair
went
into
"Supernova," her first single from
Whipsmart. A scathing riff concludes the song which excites the
audience.
Popular tunes Phair sang included
"Neuer Said," ~6'1":I" and "Fuck and
Run." Phair remains a popular figure in rock for singing such powerful
lyrics as in "Flower" like "I'll fuck
you until your dick is blue" and' "I
want to be your blow-job queen. » It
was as if Phair was giving a message
to the parental advisory board saying "Fuck You!!!! m!!" She sneaks up
on you like a whisper, since Phair
has a distinct monotone voice and
goes into a sweet and tender voice
and so innocently sings such explicit
lyrics. She's the Lil' Kim of indie
rock!
The show lasted one hour and 15
minutes including an encore performance of two songs. This was a
significant show for two reasons-- it
was her first show in New York City
in over four years, and it was to' promote her new album, which may not
have lived up to expectations. Phair
proved her critics wrong by showing
she has enough flare to regain her
queen of indie rock status.

By David Lo
Punk bands such as Bad Religion
and The Sex Pistols can be proud"
of what punk is today: Green Day,
Less Than Jake' and The
Offspring are what the new wave of
punk is offering in the 90's. Blink
182 is another one of those up and
coming punk bands" that are on the
verge of stardom.
Blink 182 can make funny videos,
Blink 182's album Dude Ranch was
excellent: But can Blink 182 re-produce all of this in a live concert? The
day was Tuesday, September 29, and
Irving Plaza was the site of the
mosh-a-thon.
Kicking things off were River
Phoenix. He's still alive you say?
No! That's actually the name of the
band. A solid half an hour set by the
rock"laden band. This was the best
of the three opening bands for Blink
182.
Next up was Assorted Jellybeans.
Here's how I felt when they were onstage; zzzzzzz. I don't know how
Blink selected them as an opening
band. I almost fell asleep, and this
was at a punk show! Thank goodness they only did a half an hour set,
otherwise, I would have had to rent
a motel to sleep at.
Unwritten Law is the next up
and coming band to break out of the
punk scene.
More of a hard
rock/punk band, UL did a tremendous job utilizing their 45 minutes
with authority.
Then it was time for Blink 182.
The time was 10:30 P.M. The crowd
wanted Blink 182. They got Blink
182. " Lead singers Tom Delonge
and Mark Hoppus did a ferocious
set of approximately 15 songs, all
from their· sophomore effort Dude
Ranch" Blink 182 sang "Pathetic,"
'Voyeur," "Boring," "Lemmings, " and
more in their one hour and 15
minute set.
One of the highlights of the show
was "Josie," where Delange ripped
through the line "l'eah, my girlfriend
takes me home when I'm too drunk to
drive." "Josie's" opening is by far one
of the best drumming I've heard in a
long time. The only criticism I have

.......
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By David Blanks
C"I
CXl

is drummer Travis' interpretation
of
original
drummer,
Scott
Raynor's. drum beat in "Josie."
Raynor really hit the note on Dude
Ranch, which Travis couldn't. replicate. This is their current single on
K-Rock as well, making the song one
of the more familiar tunes from
Blink 182.
The funniest moment of the show
was when the band did "Dammit."
During this rendition, near the end,
drummer Travis made a brutal error
noticed very quickly by Delonge and
Hoppus, who did an impromptu
switching of lyrics--when the line
should have gone, "Well I guess this
is growing up," they sang "Well I
guess Travis just fucked up!"
There w~ mostly a K-Rock only
crowd at the show, and not too many
of the hard-core Blink 182 fans.
After many of the songs ended, the
crowd cheered mildly. This caused
. Hoppus to say to the crowd -"Tha~s
all we get!" Blink 182 also tried out
some new songs on the audience possibly causing a luke-warm reaction
to Blink i82. One thing missing
though was, Blink 182's usual overdose of profanity. Maybe Blink 182
didn't feel that this' crowd 'was giving
its all out attention.
Overall, the show was very entertaining with high-octane energy
from the Blink 182 boys. New York
City is a favorite spot for Blink 182
to tour, having played at Roseland
Ballroom, Tramps and Irving Plaza
too. Check out Blink 182 for yourself
in concert and you'll know why their
hit single "Dammit" was included on
the Can't Hardly Wait Soundtrack.

(syb@cyberdude.com)
http://members.tripoC!.coml-nakedhighway
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(Scene: Baruch Student Center
elevator lobby, 14th Floor. A student stands by the elevator bank
perusing a copy of The Ticker. The
elevator rings once, the doors open
and another student steps off the
elevator.)

"

1

-

Student One: Yo, sun! what it
look like?
Student 1\vo: I can't call it, what
you f*eking wit'?
Student One: Nathan, sun. Yo,
did you peep that DX FILES sh*t
in the paper? That DX cat is in
orbit, Sun!
Student 1\vo: What? Who?
Student One: You know, thai cat
from The Ticker; he always be on
like 15 and 17 in this building...
Student Two: You mean that
n *gga that be wearing the bandannas and sh*t that be walking
around like he trying to look hard
and sh*t?
Student One: Whatever, whatever. That n *gga is sick! Did you
read that one, where they burned
this b*tch on a TV show?
Student Two: N ah, bee. I don't
read that sh*t.
Student One: . Yo, that cat got
some sh*t wit' 'em!
Student Two: Man, f*ck that
n *gga!
I got other sh*t on my
mind.
Student One: Aw, stop being a
playa hater, n*gga!
Student Two: F*ck that, I ain't
no playa hater! He ain't no f*cking
playa! What is ya', stoopid? You
gotta be a playa in order to be
playa hated.
Student One: Everybody's a player, sun, whether you choose to 'be
or not. Everybody's on that board!
I suggest you hold your square, cuz
NO ONE KNOWS THE DATE OF
THE FINAL CHECKMATE!!!

EPISODE XI:
DIALOUGE wrIHADERELIGr
I watched him out of the corner
of my eye. His tattered Reeboks,
dirty, faded jeans, Cross Colours TShirt (didn't that sh*t go out with
M.C. Hammer"), unkempt hair
and lost expression. He was staring off into ... was it space? Where
is his mind? I followed his gaze up
and found myself watching water
. droplets fall from a rusted steel
beam, down to the street below.
The streets are watching. Nope,
I'm sorry, the pigeons were watching. 'They were plotting. I know.
They were waiting for some unsuspecting fool to walk by and then,
splat! They'll get 'em. Is he scoping the pigeons? . Was it the
pigeons? Does he wish he could
fly?
He stuck his tongue in his cheek,
his mouth dropped open... Why do
they call certain. forms of comedy

upon other people's happiness.
tongue-in-cheek? This guy doesn't
look humorous at all. I was so Damn, what the f*ck you been
busy watching him, I didn't realize doing, n*gga? Eating bricks and
he was watching me. , He asks if I sh*t?
Damn! I ain't notice them lips
have a problem. Me? The nerve!
Excuse me?
What about you, before! Yo, this n*gga look like he's
mothaph*cka? You look like you're been- french kissing sandpaper!
f*cked up in the game right about . Damn, kid. Chapstick went 'banknow. What? You a bad man? No. rupt or something? N ah, what I'm
He switches tracks, steps down trying to say is ... f*ck it! Look,
and b*tches up. Why?
Sun have you ever thought of greasing
must've seen it in my eyes. He those sh*ts? Jeez, I can imagine
asks me if I have a cigarette. Hell how ashy and crusty this eat's skin
no! He was looking at the pack of is under his .clothes. When he
Newports clearly visible in my finally do take those sh*ts off, I bet
breast pocket. Do I have some he's gonna peel off the top layer of
I laughed to
change so that you can get some his skin with it!
myself. This n*gga's a snake! Oh
food? N*gga, get a f*cking job!
Soapbox time. The violins start sh*t! This n *gga's trying to laugh
to wail a mournful tune. Wife with me! Muscling in on my fun.
gone, kids f*cked-up, was very Get a life, n*gga! Nah, n*gga,
wealthy, lost it drinking and gam- mind your business, I wasn't lisbling ... Listen, .paL 'Obviously tening to that sh*t you said. I wasyou've' mistaken me for someone n't laughing with you, n*gga. I
who gives a f*ck. Oh? I might end was laughing at you. Go ahead
up like you one day? Yahl Not with that, money! I ain't trying to
likely. Things happen? Really? hear that. If you really was hun-

hook! That nigg* looked up just as
that bird sh*t was coming down!
That's some old movie sh*t! Some
ole slapstick sh*t! Eh, yo, money!
That's a good look for you. It's really an improvement. F*ck you too!
Ya nothing ass nothing ...

...

EPILOGUE:

If I were to sit down, meditate
upon and analyze/ The many
experiences I've had that have
made me wise/ If I formed them
into sticks and stacked them
lengthw ise/ They would form a
straight line from the earth to
the skies/ 7b think, I'm still a
baby in some people's eyes/ Life
was all about getting into
between women ~ thighs! and
buddah highs/ I wasn't really
trying to make a ehang« and
rise/ I thought I was living
until life took me by surprise ...

If you know me, you know one that
is seen and heard everywhere.

-DX21

.. N.EE·DEDl!·!
for

"TIGKER
A&:E'-··
HARLEM WORLD: 125th & 7th Avenue
Nosh*t! I shouldn't look down on
you cause one day I might be you?
Why not? Besides, I already am
you. Therefore, it won't be me
cause I'm already out there. You
are me. You bear the cross, ole
chap! I'm walking these dogs, sun!
Why can't I help a brother out?
Brother, help yourself! Leave us
decent folks alone now.
Fine perfumes are made from
this stinky sh *t called ambergris,
Duke. Take a lesson from nature.
If life gives you lemons ... Oh, so'
life gave you sh*t? That's not my
f*cking fault, n*gga! Why must
you insist on smearing my windows with it? Here, take the
f*cking cigarettes - just shut the
f*ck up already! Yeah, yeah. You're
welcome, mothaph*cka!
Nab,
man, I don't need help vrith anything. Damn, money! When you
get your life together and sh*t, and
you start to smile more often and
sh*t, be sure to get that grill fixed.
Qtherwise, your smiles will infringe

gry, how come you asked me for a
cigarette before anything else?
You wasn't thinking about food
then, mothaph*cka.
Hold it! Damn, she look good!
Those thick, chocolate thighs,
damn, it should be a crime for a
woman with legs that thick and
honey coated jo wear a mini-skiet
like that one. Shhee*t, I'm gonna
explode baby! That sh*t is torture. Eh yo, lady! Slow down,
baby!
Damn, you again !?!
Sh*t! You can turn' a wet dream
into a nightmare! Yeah right. I
know, I know, you had all the
b*tches. Uh-huh. Yah. ,She
looks -likeyour---ex-gi-rlfriend.Yeah, yeah. I know, you were
"The Mack" back in the day.
Listen, don't you have somewhere to go.
Listen, I'm working, nigg*. Get
the f*ck out of my office! Get,
Mothaph*cka!!!
Look' at him
stumble. Oh sh*t, Damn! Yo, I
can't ... Yo, Yo, that sh*t is off the

TALES OF B

rl·l~

NEKKED REALNESS!!!

'DX21KRAZO
PRESENTS

BEDROOM TALK
@
starandbucwild.CODl
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'room).

SiInm Maui! Wake-up!
(Miraculously the stuffed toy dog animal begins to take a life of its own and
begins' to talk).
Maui; A ~ come 'on --Silver
babe! I need my beauty sleep!
' (Pulls the
A Silver Ldning,••• Act 1.
,
covers over his head).
-.
--- - - - - - - .--- .- -- -Bye.Kiro21@yahoo.eom
Sitver: (Pulls back the covers) You know for an artificial intelligence robotic
Location: 8:37am. New York University Hospital. East 33rd Street. 5th doggie, you're quite cranky when you wake up!
Silver: I want you to search the city's data bases and tell me what you know
floor. Pediatric Center.
Serena; Good morning Silver! Hey! Did you finish that statistical report on about sub-level class humanoids.
Maui; Silver! You know those are classified ICU documents! But I like the
those neophytesr
Silver: You mean babies Serena, not neophytes! And... Ummmmm, not idea anyway. Silver: _Just sneak a peek at those files OK? -And by the way, I didn't mind
exactly. I fell asleep again last night in my dorm room...
last time when you were online and looking at' that adult doggie page?
Everyone; Again?!!!!
Judy; Were you dreaming about hunky Esquire again? Huh? Were you? Hmmmmmm...
Maui; I was Just reading the articles!
Hee-hee.
Mimi: Who can blame her? He's the huskiest and most brilliant student sur- Silver: Yeah right! (Laughing out loud).
Maui; OK..Sear-ehing...Protocols...Cracked! Sub-level class upon humanoid
geons in the city.
droids bionically re-engineered ... muscular enhancement for hard
(Silver's holographic pager goes off. Breep! Breep! Breep!)
Esquire; Hi honey! I knew you were quite tired last night, so I let you sleep labor Mainly these guys were built by the government for unknown realate. And I also took the liberty of finishing those statistical-reports for you. sons .
The data is on your laptop. See you later tonight honey! <End of message> Silver: Try to access a droid named Raine-l43.
<SPARKS FLYING OUT OF HIS
Serena; 000000000000 you don't know how much I envy you Silver! He's Maui; Searching...File...DENIED!
. HEAD!>
like the most perfect boyfriend too!
Silver: Oh mah gawd! Maui! Maui! Speak to me!
.. Silver: Oh come 'on guys. We've only been dating for 2 months!
Maui; Ouch! That really smarts! That Raine guy is a level OIC-I0 classiJudy: OK people its time to do ours rounds.
fied! I don't think even the President of the US could access that!
(As they all enter the 5th floor's Starlight Orphanage, Silver notices a small
(Next day,' Silver tries to find, out more about the servo-droid named Rainechild sitting in a dark comer all by herself...)
Silver: Hi there! What's your name? And why is such a pretty girl like you 143).
Silver: Judy, what do you know about that servo droid Raine-143 ...
sitting all by yourself here? All the kids are playing over there and...
Teela: My names Teela, and those other kids over there don't want to play Judy: Well he's extremely helpful and nice. Why do you ask?
Mimi; 000000000 what are you girls gossiping about?
. with me because I'm different...I can't see...Will you be my friend?
Silver: Oh sure Teela. My name's Silver. And I'm a children's doctor. And I - Judy; Silver just wanted to know something about that Raine-143 droid.
Mimi; Wait a minute,' Did you say 143? You know, way back in junior high
take care of little kids like you. (Tickles Teela).
school, that use to be the pager code for "I luv you"...
Teela; !lee-hee! Ha ha ha! Stop that! Ha ha ha ha! . . . (Later on that day. Silver was just about to check up on Teela again...)
Silver: And of course TIl be your friend!
Teela; Raine! Come out. Come out. I can hear you sneaking up on me.
Teela; Oh thank you Silver! (She hugs her tightly).
Raine; It's the Tickle-Me-Monsterr
(Later on that day...)
.
Silver: Mimi, do you know anything about that little girl named Thela in the Teela; EEEEEEEEEEEE! -Hee-hee!
(Raine then notices Silver standing at the doorway gently smiling).
Orphanage?
Mimi; Oh her? Well, she's quite reserved and quiet at times. Her mother R.aine; OK 'Ieela, time for you to go practice what I taught you. I see you
was a junkie, and due to her mother's drug use, Teela was born blind. Her later today.
Teela: OK Raine. See you later. Huggies!
mother died giving birth to her and her father was no where-to be found.
And Silver, don't become too attached to her...She's dying from cornea (Raine walks towards Silver).
Raine: (His head lowered) I know the rules Miss Silver. Droids are not supopticlictus cancer...
,
Silver: <GASP!> She's dying?! Why can't the hospital just get her an eye posed to interact with humans. But Teela's improved so...
Silver; Its alright, Raine. Teela's grades have much improved since she met
transplant?
Mimi; YQU know the ICU· protocols.. Only the wealthy and powerful get _youvAnd I think you would makea.wonderfuldoctor...
organ donations first, Thela only has a few weeks to live: She'll never sur- Raine;(Startled)-Miss Silver, you called me by my first designation instead
of my full designation of 143. Why is that?
vive the waiting list. I'm sorry Silver...
(In all of Silver's residency at this hospital, she has treated and cured over Silver: My you're quite full of questions aren't you my dear Pinochio? Ha ha
ha hat I'm just joking about the last part. I believe that everyone or everyhundreds of children. She has watched them grow and help most of them
thing has rights Raine.
find good parents. She has brought an infinite number of smiles upon these
children and others. But she has never-lost a child on her watch. And she Raine; I don't understand, but I will try to comprehend .
(Silver reaches out to Raine to give him some assurance )
wasn't going to start now...)
Esgyke; DON"T YOU DARE TOUCH HER YOU FREAK!!!
(Later on that night...)
Silver: Hi Esquire! Hi honey! I know its late and that wonderful dinner you (He shoves Raine to the ground).
cooked for me is getting cold now, but I have to work the graveyard shift Silver: Esquire?! But he didn't mean any...
Esquire; Its OK honey, I'll take care of this walking piece genetic computer
tonight. So I'll see you in the morning honey! Bye-bye!
(Later on that night, Silver had dozed off on her computer again. Only to be scrap!
awakened by a small child's laughter. As she ventured out of her office to see IF I EVER SEE YOU TOUCH MY GIRL FRIEND AGAIN, I WILL DISwhat was happening, and she found Teela in the"hallway playing with some- MANTLE YOU PERSONALLY!!! (Raine's eyes turn hard as black diamonds. His grin and jaw set with deterone.
Straneer: Now Teela concentrate and listen with your ears. Feel the air mination. Fists clenched of stone...)
Raine; I'm sorry Dr. Esquire. But I meant no harm ~d discontentment...
across your fingers and think with your nose.
(Esquire quickly turns away and takes Silver away from the scene while
(As the stranger tossed a cupcake towards Teela's direction... )
leaving Raine standing there alone...)
Teela: Got it! MMmMmMmM yummy! Chocolate fudge!
Silver: Teela is that you? What are you doing up so late at this hour? And (Raine understood Esquire's .anger. In a strange way anyway. For he probably would have done the same to protect someone you loved as well...)
who is your friend here?
(But before Teela could answer, Silver looked up at the stranger and gasped). . (Down the hallway...)
Stranlrer; My designation is Raine-143. Please to meet you. Please don't SiI~er: Esquire!!! You super. male egotistical bastard! I'm not a piece of
blame Teela here for staying up late. She was restless and I thought I could property you own or some damn trophy you just flaunt around!'! And you
had no damn right to push that droid like that! And I can take care of
teach her something to improve her senses since she was up.
myself! (She flips Esquire with one hand).
(Silver then noticed that Raine was a sub-level humanoid construct).
Teela: Raine, this is Dr. Silver. She's another one of my new friends. Miss
Silver this is Raine.
continued on page 28...
(After Silver placed Teela back into her bed, she returned back to her dorm
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Young Professionals
Career Evening 3

THE STEVEN L.NEWMAN
REAL ESTATE INSTITUTE

Monday November 9,1998
5:30-7:00 pm
.
OPEN HOUSE & CAREER EVENING

,.
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Held at' 135. East 22nd Street,
Administrative Lounge; Room 301. _
Come joil) a School of Public Affairs Op'!n
House on BS in Real Estate & MetropolItan
Development, and a roundtable discussion on
REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT
Newman Institute Young Professionals Career Evenings

A series oieight monthIYhour-lonfJPr.esentationsand·

,
discussions, over sandwiches and sodas, with young leaders of the real estate industry in New York. These evenings
are especially planned for Baruch/Newman Institute students considering careers in real estate. Each presentation
highlights a 'different component of the metropolitan area's
real estate industry.
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YOUNG PROFESSIONALS CAREER EVENINGS

Monthly
5:30-7:00 pm September 1998 - May 1999
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TRAVIS DANDRO

-Leern about different kinds of real estate jobs'
-Ask questions about what you would be doing on
the day you stert work
-Meet both recent college graduates and the prime
young leadership of the real estate industry
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For reservations and to RSVp·
Contact Sara Hilska at '802-5940
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"I guess if there's grass on the field, play ball," I said.
"Yeah." He laughed. "You guys in school?"
.
"
"Hell no!" said Nick. "I'm in the same rat race WIth you.
"I'm in school," I said, sipping my decaf.
"Oh yeah, where?"
.
"Baruch. CUNY school-in the Gramercy area."
"At least you're doing something."
"Well, Nick here is saving lives and shit."
"Yeah?" said Joe.
"
"I work for the fire department and rescue service. I'm a certified. EMT,
said Nick. "And Adam here is working for a record company, putting out
albums and shit."
"Yeah?" said Joe.
"Yeah" Nick continued, "He's in the city everyday, working for the biggest
producer of ska music and reggae in the world. He sits in an office all day,
talking to famous people and shit."
..
We spoke some more and I finished my ~ecaf. Jo~ wanted to ~emlnlsce
about high school, but me and Nick couldn t really think of anything worth
reminiscing about. Joe said he al~ays thinks about those da~s and won~ers
what everyone is doing. Me and NIck agreed, but honestly we ve never gI,,:en
high school a second thought. We moved on. Joe said goodbye an~ left. NICk
tilted his head and was about to say something to me but I cut him short by
throwing two dollars at him. "Get the check. If I don't take a squirt I'm
'-:
going to die."
. -.
.
,
I came back to the table after a couple minutes, and NIck tilted ~s head
Sick: A Novella Part Two
again. "You know," he said, "Seeing Joe really put things in perspective:"
by Adam Coozer (coozer@juno.com)
"Yeah," I said, "Believe it or not, I think me and you actually grew up s~ce
high school."
1 stayed awake until 7:00PM, but when Jeopardy didn't come on because
"It's been a wake-up call. I mean, I totally wasn't prepare~ for the r~al
of the Academy Awards, I went to bed and slept til Nick woke me up around
world, but I made it. I'm doing shit now. I'm making some~hing of my ~e.
11 that night.
And it's sad to see people that didn't make it. He's w?rking and g~ttmg
"Hello?"
drunk, and still hanging around the high school trymg to fuck eighth
"What's up, loser?"
.'graders."
.
"Not much, faggot. Where you been?"
"Hey Nick? Thanks for saying that stuff about me putting out recor~s and
"Work. Pennsylvania. Wanna get coffee?"
shit." I was really touched when he was telling Joe about me working for
"I can't Nick, I'm sick. 1 got the flu or something."
Moon, even making stuff up to make me seem important: It ~as more ~h~
"I'll pick you up in 10 minutes."
.
.
just one-upping a fellow high school graduate to cr~ate Je~ousy. He dI~ t
It was just as well. 1 haven't seen the kid, my best .fri~nd ~Ick, In almost need to do that because Joe himself admitted to having no hfe. It was pnd~,
three months. Ever since he started going out with this girl NIcole, a penpal and it meant a lot to me that Nick, my best friend for seven years, made It
of mine from Pennsylvania, he's devoted all his time between driving out to
known that he was proud of me.
.
PA and working, which financed these almost daily excursions. I was. ha~py
It was cool hanging out with Nick even if I was sick as a dog. And ~ettmg
for Nick, because the kid deserves a nice girl. All his exes treated him l~e worse. I woke up the next day in a cold sweat with my throat burning. I
shit. Girls tend to walk all over us nice guys, but then again these same grr~s hated to.do it, but I made an appointment with my doctor.
.
are codependent on guys who beat them, so I guess it's even. Anyw~y,. t~s
I got there an hour later, and went through the whole procedure. An aSSISgirl Nicole is sweet and I know she's as crazy for him as ~e is for.her, so l~'S tant took my blood pressure, another assistant checked my ears and ~hroat,
all worth it. I miss chumming with my friend, but Iike I said, the kid and another assistant grabbed my balls. Before the nurse could pnck my
deserves to be happy for once.
. .
ass I demanded to see the doctor.
I waited outside far him so he wouldn't wake up my famI~y by.honlung or
The doctor came into the examination room, smoking a cigarette and readringing the ben. I stood out there for about 25 minutes, cur~ him for ~ak
ing my chart.
ing me wait in the cold. He finally came, spinning re~klessly I~to my drive"What is it now, Adam?"
way, narrowly missing my stepdad's T-Bird, and blasting Rancid.
"My throat hurts. I'm sick"
"What's up punk?"
"So what do you want me to do about it?" 1 didn't know if he was serious
"I'm sick. Can you roll up your window?"
or not.
"Faggot."
_
"Heal me, you fat bastard!" 1 cried. He gave an impatient sigh, grabbed a
We went to the Concorde Diner, the place where no matter what you get,
tongue depressor and gagged me with it. He looked down my throat, and I
it also comes with a single long strand of hair. I told the waiter no menus,
almost puked from his stale cigarette odor.
just two decafs please. We sat down across from each other and I hid myself
"Hey, it's red in there." He sounded surprised.
in my hooded sweatshirt. Miserable..
"So what should I do?"
"So how ya doin'?" Nick asked.
~I1l prescribe you some antibiotics, but it might not get better unless yo~
"I'm sick, you bastard."
take the right combination of vitamins, which you can buy from us .late:: If
''That's cool. How's the little woman?"
you want. In the meantime, I'll have the nurse give you a shot of vitamins
"She's fine. I haven't seen her for a few days because I've been sick. How's
in the ass. Cigarette?" He offered me his pack of Newp~rts.
."
· I?"
N ICO
e.
d .
I '
"Those things are disgusting. Fucking fiberglass. Besides, 1 quit.
The look came over Nick. You know, the look of utter content an JOY. t s
"Yeah? Good for you. I give you a week."
the look that makes you want to kickbox whoever's looking at you like that.
"She's awesome," he started. 'We can just talk about everything~ M.e an.d
I left feeling woozy from the shot and went straight home. My girlfriend
her, we're on the same wave-length. I have so much fun with her. NIck Iit
left a message on the machine. I called her back.
up a Camel. He offered me his pack.
"Honey, I want to see you."
.
"
"No thanks, man. I quit."
"1 can't sweetheart. I'm sick. Hey, guess who I saw last rright..; It was a
"Bullshit. Since when?"
mistake telling her I hung out with Nick. .
.
.?
"It was my New Year's resolution," I said.
"You won't hang out with me but you'll hang out WIth your fnends '. And
"It's March. You're a little bit late ,.
at night when you should be resting? I'm really pissed at you,.. she saId:
"Better late than never."
Within three minutes, I agreed to come over: Women can guilt a man Into
"I give you a week."
doing anything. It's their freaky craft.
"It's already been two weeks," I lied. Getting sick couldn't have come at a
She greeted me at the door wearing on I y h er b a th room ro b e. "OK," I said,
better time. Having a virus always helps to quit smoking. You never crave
"but if you get sick, it's your fault."
inhaling carbon monoxide when you've got mucus encrusted down your
"Just do me."
throat.
id
Nick changed the topic back to Nicole I agreed with what he sal .
I love my girlfriend. She drives me insane sometimes, but I probably do
"Yeah it's the same way with me and Melissa."
the same to her. Her worst quality is that she's too affectionate, almost sufNick looked at me. "Have you ever gotten lost in Melissa's eyes?"
focating, but that's not really a detrimental characteristic. It's all a matter
"yr
trmm .. "
- of-preferen-ee:- ~Some thrive on afte£tion. I feel that-if you'r--e always "Ie love
"Do you even know what color her eyes are?"
you, I love you," it loses its meaning. I know I don't fulfill my girlfriend's
"U mm.. "
k id
affectionate needs, but she knows that when I do p':!t my arms around her,
Just then an old buddy of ours from high school came in - Joe. Nic sal ,
hug her, or give her a random kiss on her nose, it's for real.
"Ho-ly shit." I looked up and said, "Joseph."
There are worse things than being too snuggly... She could be a pathologHe came over and sat down. "What's up guys! Haven't seen you guys for
ical liar, or not appreciate me, or use me, or whatever. She's a great girl. A
awhile!" He was exhausted from work and drunk on top of that.
great person. She cares about me a lot, she takes care of me, and she loves
Nick asked, "So what you been up to Joe?"
.
me infinitely. It's a scary feeling, being loved. it 'makes me feel ~ood and
"I'm working 70 hours a week doing cargo for the airport. I'm not in school.
boosts my confidence in both her and myself, and on the other hand It m~es
I can't even get laid."
.
me conscious of the role of "boyfriend." I want to meet my own expectations
"Why can't you get laid?" I asked.
.
of what a good boyfriend should be and how h~ should a~t, because I ~ant to
"I don't got a car and the women don't want to. h;ar It. And I'm still dat- be the best I can for her. This isn't a highly difficult thing for me... smce I
ing these little girls who don't want t~ do that shit.
"Little girls?" Nick frowned.
.
"
•
"Yeah man, I got out of high school and the girls stayed there. He laughed.
continued on page 28...
,
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Ethics Into Action
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continued from page 21 ...
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Spaceman: Sy says...
.
.
As Halloween approaches, It seems only appropnate that we take a l~o~ at
some brand spankin' new selections from German-based ~abel DIgital
Hard re Recordings. DHR was founded by renowned remixer; producer
and ~oaround genius Alec Empire. Empire, along with his band At~
Teenage Riot, is revolutionizing the world for hardcore ele~tro-p~.WIth
th .r brand of scathing beats innovative samples, atonal noises, politically
ch~ed lyrics, and an all-aro:md "kick you in ~e fuckin' nuts" attitud~. In
fact Atari Teenage Riot's US debut Burn Berlin Burn was rate~ the ~st
Alb~m of 1997' by The Ticker A&E. The label, previously as~<;)(aated.WIth
the Beastie Boys' Grand Royal Records, has finally opened It ~ o~ ~~
pendent home base in the USA. DHR is se~ to tak~ over the nation With It s
im ressive line up of innovative and rebellious artis~..
.
.
,
start off, Bomb 20's Field Manual (DHR) i~ deliciously dI~turbing. I~ s
not music as much it is a portrait of modern media. Bomb 20 s.lices up ~oVle
t ·1 s and spits them back out along with a backdrop of distorted b~ats.
~D booklet also contains much of Bomb 20's political ideal and viewoints impressive for a 19 year old....
p Nerl up is World Beaters (DHR) by EC80R. Co~pare~ ~o Bomb 20,
ECSOR may be more palatable to some lis~eners, but still, this IS not ~or the
weak-hearted. My one criticism of EC80Ris t~at they try ~oo hard to live up
to the standard set by Alec Empire and Atan Teenage Riot. Some tracks,

lo

;:e

rights journalist in the south, expo~
ing union corruption, and hIS
groundbreaking work for animals, he
took adversity and turned it around.
In short, Ethics Into Action is much
more than just a memoir. It is the
inspiring story of how one person,
armed with little more than guts and
a strong will, has made a real difference in this world. At once intense,
funny and thought-provoking, y~u
will laugh, you will cry, and you Will
learn that with a little work, courage
and motivation, you too can make
the world a better place. Altogether,
it is highly recommended reading for
all!
Peter Singer is considered the
world's leading authority on practical ethics and is the author of some
twenty books. He is the author of the
major entry on ethics in the current
Encyclopedia Britannica.

...

..-

Bomb 20•••~ot everyone obsesses over his butt...

I'

l

..'"

~J

althou h artistically valid, come off sounding like a sUbs~andard i~itation ~f
Atari ~enage Riot pounding beats and politic~ly ~otivated lyrics. ~~t s
okay I guess, it provides some unity for the artists SIgned to DHR...It so
1
fills in the gap between ATR albums.
I wished they'd sent me Alec Empire's D~str~er,(DHR) CflJ.' ~~~~t ~=
have Christophe De Babalon's If You're into It, I m Out 0 . it
. h th
,
.
t a leasant nde throug
e
mini-mall. I'm really a hard guy to get down, but this one made me fee
e
Id
. g to I·t;S fucking end.
I had to put the headphones down
t h e wor was comm
, .d d Ii ht
.
to cheek that-~t-w-as-sti1tday1igbt outsid~-<it ~~!1_t_-_~~_':PI
a!_~~ __~~a~g_
shit) This one's to the extreme kids, proceed WIth caution.,
. \ .. '
DHR has also released You've GOt the Fucking Power, a sampler feat$unn g
.
The co 11ec tilon, priced to move
at a mere
their most prominent artists.
.
Am 1. .9s ,
.
DHR'
t ademark styling to
erican
successfully In~roduces.
s
r fuckin' chea . This is good shit.
audiences. .. especially the ones that a r e . .
p
rth B iti h
.
h ve a 2CD compilation from the notewo y n s
One a Iighter note, we a
. 1988 1998 It's cool to see how
dance label Junior Boys' Own: A PerTe~tl,u~E
-thi~:s Gone Green" to
dance has evolved, from New Or er s
very
..
h U2 b- .d
U d i d ' "Moaner» Noteworthy track include mixes oft e
Sl e
"S:loe;:,,°:n4s My BI~dY Valentine's "Soon" remixed by Sabres of
Paradise.

....

Ethics into Action: Henry Spira
and
the
Animal
Righ~s
Movement Peter Singer. Rowman &
Littlefield,' $22.95 (192 p) IS~N 08416-9073-3
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ERY NIGHT RITUAL
The door was ajar
The little boy peeked
The mother tried to cover her scars
the room reeked
Of pain, sorrow, ane!- abuse

\

.\

\\
continued from page 24...
I:.

Holden McGrain

.

Dear Girl Talk~
Whatever happened -to "Boy»? I miss him so much. I remember the time we
had a threesome together. But anytoay, I am writing because I have a major
problem. I am a transfer student from a technical school, this is my third year
at Baruch. I had a female friend (J*****a) at the technical school, and I
found out that she transferred to Baruch last fall. I have seen this girl in the
Baruch area, but she walks right past me without saying a word. I mean, I've
known her since junior high school, and for her not to talk to me is a total
diss. What should I do? My other friend, P***l, has also seen J*****a.
J*****a has said nothing to her either. She even had the guts to walk right
past us in the street without saying "hi." I yelled "hello" at her and she ignored
me. What is wrong with her? Is she having menstrual problems or something?
Also, I've heard this rumor, by the cousin of my sister's brother-in-law's
friend, that J*****a is having sexual impotency or sexual identity problem.

"Unti;tled"

Esquire: (Lying on the ground). Ouch that hurt. Medic? ..
(Later on that same night, a shadowy figure makes his way across the corridor of the 4th floor Psychactrics... )
(Upon the windy rooftop upon the hospital, Raine stands alone gazing up at
Yours truly,
a billion twinkling stars. and at times he wonders, will his wish of humaniHockin' Robin
ty ever be achieved ... )
,
Silver: Raine is that you? What are you doing up here all by yourself?
j
Raine: Good evening Miss Silver. I generally come up here to pretend to Kiro Talk: 1) Your friend could have "I don't know you any more syndrome".
,
2)
She
could
be
technically
blind
(do
you
wear
cotton
or
cashmere?)
dream a little Miss Silver.
3)Amnesia could be another clue. 4) She could be just a snob-ass boitch!
Silver: Don't you dream when in your "re-charging" state? I'm sorry if that
Sexual impotency? May be she needs to learn more than one position...
sounded offensive.
Sexually identity prob??? Sorry wrong department. But if she's cross dressRaine: No Miss Silver, we are not allowed to have dreams. To me it is a
ing as man, it might just be a phase. Or, you'll just have to find, out yourself.
place a of darkness. It is a very lonely place...
Silver: That's quite sad to hear. I'm sorry.
Girl Talk: Hey there Rockin' Robin! About "Boy", well sorry, "Boy" has
(Just then a blue star streaks across their paths).
. moved on (basically he just didn't do it for me anymore).So friendship is on
Silver: Hey look!" It's a shooting star! Make a wish Raine.
the menu today eh? Well let's dish: First of all, I want to say that rumors are
Raine: (His head lowered) I guess it would be a common wish amongst us
"
rumors
and
unless
you
hear
something
straight
from
the
horse's
'mouth,
humanoid constructs is to become fully human, but that is not fi.ly wish.. .I
don't believe it. Have you actually tried to confirm this rumor, and if so, what
wish to know what it is to feel, to experience, four small little words which
will you do about it? If she IS having sexual identity problems, does that, in
have so much power, love ...
your eyes, excuse her rude behavior? Second of all: Have you or your friend
(Raine raises his head gently and looks into Silver's starry eyes ...Just for a
done anything to offend her? Now stop yelling and really think. Maybe
single moment in time, Silver looked back into his kind eyes ...and felt someJ*****a is very 'sensitive and perhaps you inadvertently offended her something...) ~
(Just then, as if the Fates were not in a very good mood that night... An explo- how. If you've thought about my question and can't come up with anything,
then here's my final question: How importantisyour friendship to J*****a?
sion oceursl)
_
If you two weren't that close to begin with, then she can just suck my left
Security: Get out of the building now in an orderly fashion! This is not a
twat because her behavior is just totally rude and inconsiderate! For you to
fire drill! I repeat! This is not a fire drill!
yell "hi" to her and have her blatantly ignore you is beyond foul. Also, now
Silver: Oh mah gawd! What's happening?'
,
that you're all in a different environment, your relationship will be different
Serena: Silver! Mimi and the others got most of the children out of the
too. Perhaps transferring was supposed to give her a fresh start, and maybe
orphanage! But we couldn't find Teela!..
she wants to forget her past (including you). In any case, it doesn't sound like
(Silver rushes down the hallway..»
Judy: Silver wait!' ~ This floor is filling up with combustible gas! Come there's much to salvage here. Move on Robin.
back! ...
Brooklyn Boy: You can find the old Boy Talk at the 6th floor bathroom at
·e
(As Silver frantically fights through the blazing heat, in the choking black
i
~. Yeah, he can suck a dick pretty damn hard. He was always a tramp.
smoke, she notices a small child huddled in a corner of a room crying i.
;
As for your problem. I really don't care. If she's having sexual identity probSilver: Teela! Teela! Its Silver! I'm here to get you out of here!
lems, maybe P***l can help her out. You know, crack open that oyster, ~f you
Teela: Miss Silver?' I'm over here! Please help me! I'm scared.
know what I mean.
(Silver reaches Teela).
Silver: (Holding Teela) Its alright honey. I'm going to get you out of here ...
.
(Then all of the sudden, a fiery ceiling collapses from behind them. leaving
!
them trapped.)
Silver: Close your eyes honey its going to be all right.
(But from the tall over-powering flames, a wingless angel emerges from the
blazing flamesl)
Raine: Hey! You two alright?
J
continued from page 26...
Silver: Raine?! We're trapped here. Do you know a way out of here?
Raine: We have to escape throughout the window. 1 took this cable from the
love her also it comes naturally... Yet, I'm scared I'm not the best I can be,
Medic helicopter. Teela, I'm going to tie this cable around you and lower you
or more accurately, I'm not as good to her as she is to me. I know I'm a
to the ground OK?
moody person, and a loner on top of that, so it's not easy to date ~e.
•
Teela: (Crying) OK...
Sometimes I'd rather be by myself and read... Only when I'm by myself do I
(As Raine lowered Teela down the building, the firemen downstairs quickly
rushed her to safety. But as the fire had just finished inflating a one person feel completely relaxed, and seeing my girlfriend every day without a break
can be like working every day without a day off. The end result is the
bubble saver... All of the sudden there's an extremely loud explosion from
same: 1 become moody, stressed-out, drained. This is no fault of my girlabove!)
friend. This is purely me. I only ask that she understands, which she usu(As the blast blew both Silver and Raine out of the building, Raine had
grabbed Silver first and took most of the blast from behind. Raine, sensing ally does.
She is also a highly sensual person. I'm a highly CNN person. She likes
that he was seriously damaged, while in mid-air, tosses Silver into the bubto "snuggle." I like to sit with her quietly and do a crossword puzzle with
ble safely, while he landed upon the hard cold ground ...)
- --.-,-- -- --'Medics: Dr. Silver, are you-alnglif! - --- ~
. - - -. --+--erl.re-news on. We might have SOttle personality conI'ricts and different tast-es-----~
and interests, but she's good to me. There are so many terrible people out
Silver: Yes I am. Thank you. Raine?! Teela?!
there that live to see you unhappy, that I'm extremely lucky to be sur(Silver rushes over to Teela all huddled in a blanket).
rounded by people that are good to me. Melissa. Nick. My family. I don't
Silver: oi. thank gawd your safe Teela!
say it much but I appreciate them to no end. They are good people, and
Teela: Where Raine Miss Silver?
they shine like lighthouses in this world that at times can be stormy and
(As they both search through the derby of the explosion, they find a couple
pitch black. And they're always there to help me find my way. That's
of men carrying away a mangled cybernetic body... ) '"
what it's all about.
Silver: Excuse me sir. But do you know the identity of that person? '
Medic: Don't worry doctor this guy's just some servo-droi-t. Nothing to
"Even when you're sick, you're still a good lay," she laughed. 1 kissed her
worry about.
forehead.
(As Silver quickly pulled the cover off the corpse, she realized that it wasn't
"1 love you."
Raine...
"That's random! I love you too. How do you feel?"
Raine had disappeared .. J
"Better."
.......•To•..Be... Continued.......•...
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I'M KEEPIN'IT REAL
its real to me
cause that's all i see
they say we free but we ain't free
a better way of livin~just ain't gonna be
life gets cold and hard as this pavement can be
its real to me
cause that's all i know
this where green meadows don't grow
we charge them 54-blow
land if the night sky gets lit
that's cause we make it glow
and you can say whatever you want
but don't step on my toe
cause my brand new
is worth more to me than-Uand ifyou want me to prove
ni show
i call this place home
but they also call it the ghetto
YEAH..
this is where most homes are infested
lChinese food poisoning gets digested
every one you know at least once has been arrested
Guliani rules w /0 being contested
and our living environment is congested
with brothers who went to jail and got molested
by a mental and physical abuse they were affected
so now they come home on some next sh..
cause pure negativity was injected
a rational mentality was ejected
thought of "I Don't GNE A F. .."
is collected
now a mindless individual is erected
from my swagger "U CANT TOUCH ME"
is being projected.
i am so cocky i must be respected
Ifrom younger brothers is where i get this
so in other words i'm teaching the youth to be wreckless
any form of knowledge they must attest this
so now they end up brainless'and connected
to past generations that were subjected
to being DEGRADED, MANIPULATED, SUBJEGATED,
Separated, APART-HATED, & DISRESPECTED.
and then U ask me why is the black youth so corrupted
when from their mother land
~ race of dominant beings were abducted
and a lovely generation was destructed
now a form of a "BLACK PLAGUE» has erupted
I--well me i try to elevate thy self
and rise to the sun,
and put failures blame on no-onebut that mother land called AFRIKA
"U SHOUW HAVE NEVER HAD. TOUCHED rrtn«
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The alley was abandoned
Only runaway teenagers roamed
, they sniffed, smoked, and swallowed
Unborn children moaned
For their undeserved future
So I ask myself
I catch a glimpse of the night,
When will it all come to an end?
This every night ritual and they will find the
ray of light.

"

\
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The streets were empty
Only vagabonds and stray cats lingered
They mingled in fur, naked, Calisto,
Chantarelle, and Chastity
One by one men drove by regretting the ring
around their finger
,
they fantasized the ultimate ecstasy

lIn this court you can't get no appeal
Ifrom ya mamma you. steal
to ya elder you deal
kill without feel
and the anthem you squeal

.!

r-

'

The room was dark with one ray
Piercing through the blinds
The girl fought to move away
The father held her tight from behind
he slowly ran his fingers through her shivering body

-BUSHRA

Weeds
The weeds, bold amidSt the' crazy pavement;
are not signs the place has gone to ruin.
They are signs of life come back again
to rule against the stones that haunted them.
They are the lines I scribble doum
even against a mind that poisons them.

-Dermot Hannon

Lover, I Thank You
Ever since you left me
I have been having sleepless nights.
Tossing and turning,
Thinking ofyou obsessively..
~ lot more than I ever did with you.

-Dermot Hannon

Older Works

-MARLON "1 SEE IT' HOLFORD

. -

...
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!l have been browsing younger poems
.

So
ext time you refute anal sex
Thke a long, hard look at your shit.
ow if that can come down
Something similar can go up.

-

'fLike one does the family album.
11
~t lines, like one~$_Qld_~tyles.
__'__ . -- -- -:L"
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Yet I will not change a word. "
Wor that would be like reliving childhood
Wuhout the tears that made me wise,
lWuhout the tears that made me laugh.

-Dermot Hannon

•

-Dermot Hannon
•
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SOCCER TEAM REBOUNDS FROM RED-CARDSBy BobGretmburg
The Baruch soccer team received
two goal performances from forwards Alex Babusbki n , and.Ivan
Aguilar, as they returned 'to the win
column with a 5:-1 trouncing ofYork
College. Babushkin tied for second
in scoring with Yevgeni MiIovanov
(19 points), scored two early goals
with assists by Ivan Aguilar and
Elias Elia. Elia, a skilled inidfielder, scored at the 47 minute mark to
give Baruch a 3-0 lead which the
Statesmen didn't relinquish. _Atif
Choudry added an assist to Aguilar
who wound up scoring two goals.
The defense, comprised of Ige
.Charles, Niall Bernard, Arnold
Zelaya and Jonathan Wong, all
played extremely well. Goalie
Ruslan Desyatnikov stopped four
Cardinal shots. Prior to this game,'
the Baruch soccer team were devastated by Red-Cards. .In the 2-1 loss
to CUNY rival John Jay, Baruch
had a short lead off a penalty kick
by Yermolenko but Elia's Red-Card
late in the second half forced
Baruch to play man down and contributed to John Jay's victory.
With Ella out for the next game

Step Up.

Take
a SWing.
.- -:...

,

against Old Westbury and the soc- ""
cer team missing players due to
injury and test exams, it appeared
that the Statesmen would be rav, aged by an aggressive Panther
squad. Miraculously, Yermolenko
scored two quick goals, his 16th and
17th, and Baruch jumped out to a
2-0 lead. Yermolenko is the current
second place player on the national
scoring list. Baruch's sloppy play
led to a misplayed ball in front of
Baruch's goal and failure to clear
the ball cost a penalty kick tying
the game at two. Yermolenko
received his second yellow card -'
which turns it into a Red and the
opposition had regained the advantage. The soccer team held off the
attack in regulation but in the fifth
minute of overtime they would be
defeated.
The Statesmen must now play
Webb in a very important Hudson
Valley match. Both teams have a 13 conference mark and Baruch
must win to advance to the Hudson
Valley playoffs. Because of the
Statesmen's win over York 5-1,
Baruch would play the third place
team (anknown) in the'first round.
of the CUNY post season.
>

By KenyattaPious
The NBA owners scored a major
victory .on Monday, October 19 in.
their labor dispute when an arbitrator, John Feerick, ruled that they do
not have to pay guaranteed contracts during the lockout. The arbitrator's ruling means that owners,
won't pay approximately $800 million in guaranteed contracts to players who are cannot work while the
lockout is in effect. Players with
guaranteed contracts would have
received their .first paycheck on
November 15. In the NB~ there are
226 players with guaranteed contracts and almost .200 more players
that are free agents..
Players and owners seemed to
agree that Feerick's ruling against_
the grievance filed by the union was '
expected. Some players even asserted that the arbitrator's ruling was
payback for the Latrell Sprewell
decision to have Sprewell reinstated.
It was Feerick who ruled that the
suspension of Sprewell for choking
coach P.J. Carlesimo was too excessive. Union executive director Billy
Hunter said that the players with

guaranteed- contracts aren't that
worried because should the players
win they expect to receive full pay.
The owners argue-that thisthinking
is absurd especially since the players lost the ruling to be paid while
the lockout continues.
At a general body meeting on
Thursday, October 22, 240 players
met to discuss the ruling by Feerick,
maintaining. solidarity and other
player concerns. The main point
was that the players. would not
accept a hard salary cap. The union
has also set ~ up a system that aids
those players who are not as financially well off as the marquee players. Since two weeks and most likely more of the NBA season will be
cancelled this move by the union
ensures that it is-backed by the players.
The question that remains is that
after all of the legal mumble jumble
will the fans back the league or Will
they disappear like they did after
the baseball labor· disputes?
Afterall, there's always _college basketball.and March madness.
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EXTRA INCOM
sound to you?
Amazingly, profitable opportunity,
Send self-addressed stamped envelope to:
GROUP FIV:E
6547 N. Academy Blvd Dept N

THE TICKER WANTS YOU/I!!

Typing for Students

Attend our-General Meeting

Term and Midterm
papers etc.
Telephone evenings

(718) 296-3131

r---------

Room 1150 /·3,60 PAS

Guest .Speakers: Carl Aylman and
Professor Ben Hudson _
REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED!!!
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MAKE YOUR OWN HOURS

sell Kodak Spring Break '99trips

HIGHEST COMMISSION-LOWEST PRICES
NO COST TO YOU

-

Travel FREE including food&non-stop parties!!!

TRADER POSITION
~apidly growing privately held NASDuading
_-~-'

•

finn seeking world class trader with BSIBA,
MBA or Ph.D,. from tOR schools g!Q~~}be
I1Jtn is committed to recruiting and retaining
highly qualified individuals to become aggressive, serious, smart, profes&ional traders.
FoDowing a tradition of dedication to money
making candidates will be a member of a new
breed of hard edge risk managers. Sponsored
Series 7. Compensation based on' profitability,
Fax resume and cover Jetter to;

Worldco, LLC
(212) 292-024&

WORLD CALSS VACATIONS
1998 STUDDENT TRAVEL PLANNERS ''TOP PRODUCER"
1-800-222-4432

seized cars from $175. Porsches, cadillacs, Chevy's,
BMW's,Corvettes. Also Jeep, 4WD's. Your Area. Toll Free
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WEEKLY
I'NCOME
processing mail for
national company! Free
supplies. postagel No
selling! Bonusesl Start
immediately! Genuine
opportuni~!P1ease rusK

ess
Springbreak Cancun,

Flori~a Etc.

Best Hotels, Parties, Prices..Book Early and Save!!
Earn money-Free Trips!
Campus Reps/Organizations Wanted
Inter-Campus Programs 1-800-327-6013 www.icpt.com
RAISE YOUR GRADE POINT AVERAGE
ESL and American students, turn a B paper into an A, an F into a
C. Every term paper or graduate school thesis can be greatly
improved by line-by-line editing for proper grammar, clarity, form,
content and by constructive criticism regarding relevance to the
specific assignment. Free consulltation. Satisfaction guaranteed. Reference available. $20/hr. 212-679-4706

....
•

Staaped Enve10pe to

M PC,- SUITE 391
2045 Mt. Zian Rd
MOU01J' I

,
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Spring' break 199
Cancun Mazatlan or jamaica From
$399
Reps wanted! 8e1l15 and travel
free!

Lowest prices Guaranteed!!!
Info: Call 1-800-446-8355
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THE NEW YORK YANKEES SWEE-P
-

By Kenyatta Pious

j

_ In perhaps the most momentous
year for baseball, the Yankees have
won the World Series!! This season
fans saw the resurgence of baseball
in the form of the never to be forgotten Sosa - McGwire battle, Cal
Ripken's perseverance, but more
importantly, the Yankees won it all.
And there was Brosius grinning as
he was named MVP, Steinbrenner
muttering incoherently, EI Duque
holding a Cuban cigar and of-course
the lullaby of "Darryl, Darryl,
Darryl." The Yanks had not only
won they had swept!
For those of you who have already
started the debate about whether
the Yankees are the greatest of all
time, the following will aid you with
your debate. The Yankees have a
formidable pitching team evidenced
by Well's May 17 perfect game, the
15th perfect game in major league
history as he set down 27 consecu-

tive Twins. Consider that Cone won
20 games after a nine-year gap
which is a major league record. The
Yanks tied the 1902 Pirates and
1907 Cubs for the best start in the
history of the league. They took the
Subway Series defeating the Mets
two games to one.
N ever short on heroics, on August
4th Strawberry walks to the plate to
pinch-hit against Oakland with the
bases loaded and the Yankees trailing by four runs: he belts a grand
slam. The team has great hitters
ranking first in the American
League in percentage .364 for the
ability to reach first base. At .339,
Bernie Williams won the A.L. batting title. They clinched the division
title with a 20 1/2 lead, matching the
biggest club lead, by beating the Red
Sox. The Yankees won 114 games to
set a club and American League
record.
As if this were not enough, the
Yankees truly displayed what tea-

manship is about. After Baltimore's
Armando Benitez hits Martinez with
a pitch, there is brawl where five
players are suspended. It is always
important for players to stick up for
one another.
More recently,
Strawberry had to go to surgery for
colon cancer and all the players wore
an embroidered hat with Darryl's
number. They "would rally behind

Straw and ultimately sweep the
World Series. Are they the greatest?
- Perhaps, but their greatness transcends their individual abilities and
instead it is their collective and continuos desire to build team moral
and to set goals that are attainable
while isolating that there is truly no
"I" in team.
Congratulations
Yankees.

,

By Kenyatta Pious
Baruch college is in the process
of adding a new women's softball
team. Scott Lorsche, the Baruch
baseball team's assistant coach, and
some baseball players are currently
holding "practices" on Mondays and
Wednesdays at 5 p.m. in the 23rd
street building on the 7th floor.
These hours are subject to change as
the men's and women's basketball
season are about to be underway.
Lorsche invites all those curious
about the sport and those who would
like to participate to please come to
the gym. Says Lorsche,"...this is a
perfect time to learn about the game

of softball SInce we Instruct all the
new prospects about the etiquette of
the game and we truly encourage all
levels of skill to come and join us."
Lorsche also added that there is
some conditioning involved so that
the. players will be in tip-top shape
when the season opens.
Baruch college is in the process of
adding a new women's softball team.
Scott Lorsche, the Baruch baseball
team's assistant coach, and some
baseball players are currently holding "practices" on Mondays and
Wednesdays at 5 p.m. in the 23rd
street building on the 7th floor.
These hours are subject to change as

Kenyatta Pious
Sports Editor
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By Jon Minners

are going nowhere again, and the
I'm tired .of long articles about
only other team to root for are the
sports teams and players containing New York Jets. Wait, they can't play
the same old stuff. It seems like
either.
I hear a lot about Bill
everyone sounds the same:
Parcells and his three-year plan. I'm
"We have to take things one step glad people think the Jets can make
at a time."
the Super Bowl next year, but don't
"It was a team effort."
you think that the second year of a
"One person didn't cost us the three-year plan should bring them
game. We lost as a team."
closer to their goals and not further
Everything is so formula. It's like back?
".thererisia.imajor. .Ieague__h~!td.b.Q~k""_ "". If.th~1'!~AJ9Ck..9ut continues, does
with a bunch of quotes for players to it mean I won't hear Patrick Ewing
choose from. I need some originality.
guarantee an NBA championship for
I want to hear Michael J ordan say the Knicks? I heard he guaranteed"
he doesn't care how talented a
an end to the lockout real soon.
rebounder Dennis Rodman is, he's
Guess we have to wait until next
tired of playing with a cross-dressing year to see some basketball.
freak. Imagine the headlines.
The Rangers team motto is wait
Since I can never hear that, I
until next year, and we're only into
decided to spice up the sports world the first weeks of this season.
myselfwith my own views.
Does anyone really CaJ.·P. if Evander
Is it me or can my little cousin's Holyfield unifies the heavyweight
peewee football team beat any team boxing titles? I want to see him get
in the NFC East.
Football" has some revenge on Mike Tyson.
become a joke this year. The Giants Without Tyson, boxing is as exciting

CONTACT KENYATTA PIOUS
ticker_sports@scsu.baruch.cuny.edu

as golf. Maybe they should make ear
biting legal.
They can calf it
wrestling.
Speaking of wrestling, I read that
the combined ratings points of both
Monday night wrestling shows are
beating Monday Night Football. I
guess tackling someone for real isn't
as exciting as phantom punches and
men dressed up as women. But I
kind of like wrestling. Any show
with hot bab~e~_.an.d_~QID~1rny_cW"~"ing"
out his boss every week is cool to me.
I see all these Stone Cold Steve
Austin shirts out there, and I see
people mimicking the way he gives
his boss the middle finger, and I
must say wrestling has become more
popular than those days when I was
eating my vitamins, saying my
prayers and being a good little HulkA-Maniac. Now I'm cursing my boss
out, too. If anyone knows of any job
openings out there, let me know.
When Chuck Knoblauch made that
bonehead mistake against the

Indians, the happiest man on the
planet was Bill Buckner. At least
Knoblauch made up for it in Game 1
of the World Series when he tied the
game with a three-run home run,
helping the Yanks come back to take
a win. Bill Buckner can't say that,
but New York fans can thank him for
helping give the Mets that 1986
World Series win when he let the
ball go through his legs. Knoblauch
and Buckner can be heroes to us alllL...._ _
I don't think I could sit through
another 162 game major league season if the Yanks had lost the World
Series this year. Maybe if" Patrick-Ewing guaranteed they'd win one
next year.
Well, those are my views of themoment.
I'm going to listen to
WFAN, and see if Michael' Jordan
says he is retiring because he's tired
of being the only person on his team
that ever does something. Now that
would be a headline.

